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Abstract
Empathy is the critical element of any social interaction. Empathy is the ability to understand
others, by sharing different stages such as intentions, emotions and experiences.
This thesis is building on a previous study of the shared experience of pregnancy with
wearables. Pregnancy is something many people will experience in one way or another
during their life. The pregnant women, in particular, have a special bond with the fetus during
pregnancy, which the partner will never experience in the same way.
The suggestion of this thesis is to use wearables that give a felt experience of a physical
feeling. By sharing that experience with others it can evoke people’s subjective, private
emotions, which helps to understand and empathise with others. Here the shared
experiences are the phenomena emerging first and foremost from bodies meeting rather
than of minds attending and as such they precede rather than presupposing empathic
abilities.
The findings point out that by embodying the felt experience in a wearable, one can assist
others to articulate hidden feelings, such as fear. My contribution extends understanding of
the potential of wearables for vulnerable encounters.
The suggestion of this thesis is to use wearables to assists the partner or friends of a
pregnant woman empathise with her and gain a better understanding of the felt experience
of pregnancy.
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Introduction

Suppose you have seen a pregnant woman in the street. She looks happy, and you feel so
glad for her. You might never know what she is actually feeling. How can you understand
and relate to other people’s private feelings, by only observing their physical body and facial
expressions, such as smile, pain or tears?
In 1980’s Simulation theories such as Theory-Theory and the Theory of mind, as in
psychology and philosophy, empathy is considered as a fundamental element to
understanding others’ minds. Using neuroscience (The system of “mirror neurons”) as the
biological evidence for the human ability of inner imitation, where simulation theories argue
that we use ourselves as a model to understand others’ mental life (Gallese and Goldman
1998, Baron-Cohen and Wheelwright 2004, Shanton and Goldman 2010, Gallagher 2012,
Zahavi 2012, Devecchi and Guerrini 2017).
In the phenomenological tradition of philosophy, Zahavi (2014) goes back to Edmund
Husserl and Edith Stein’s attempt to find an alternative to understanding the knowledge of
other minds. They see empathy as an essential, irreducible form of intentionality that is
directed towards the experiences of the Others (Zahavi 2014, Devecchi and Guerrini 2017).
In design, Empathy is considered an essential element of design thinking "Empathy is at the
heart of design. Without the understanding of what others see, feel, and experience, design
is a pointless task" (Brown 2013).
This thesis builds on a previous project from my MSc studies, where I designed a wearable
consisting of two belts, to connect two bodies through a physical felt experience relating to
pregnancy. A felt experience is emotional, intellectual, and sensual aspects of our
interactions with technology (McCarthy and Wright 2004).
The findings from the previous study point out embodying felt experience in a wearable can
assist others to articulate hidden feelings, and support empathic engagement with how
another person might feel. Private or hidden feelings/emotions are feelings that you cannot
observe, they are invisible, such as fear, guilt, love, etc. These private feelings are often also
8

valuable topics to talk about, especially with strangers and might be why we keep them
hidden. From my previous study, I found a potential for wearables for understanding
vulnerable encounters.
Hypothetically I suggest using wearables that give a felt experience of a physical feeling,
(observable feelings such as pain, tears, etc.) Sharing that felt experience with others can
evoke people’s private emotions (hidden feeling such as fear and shame). This helps to
understand and empathize with others. Here, the shared experiences are the phenomena
emerging first and foremost from bodies meeting rather than of minds meeting and as such
they precede rather than presupposing empathic abilities. Knowing that a phenomena as is it
complex concept we know nothing about can takes years to understand. The abductive
reasoning approach, allows me to explore without coming to any conclusion about the
hypothesis, because is and ongoing process, where I in the end hopefully will come closer to
a conclusion.
The shared experience can help us find a common meaning of communicative acts (Liebal,
Behne et al. 2009). Instead of the idea that the “mind-reading” required in cooperative
communication that takes place in a shared experience, we literally ‘meet’ them via proximal
channels such as intersubjective touch (Liebal, Behne et al. 2009, Ciaunica 2017).
Going back to the pregnant woman in the street, if she now was crying, we can share her
sadness by simply holding her hand long before we can achieve more sophisticated forms of
experiential sharing or be empathizing with another’s feelings (Ciaunica 2017).
The hypothesis emerged from the previous study, where my own experience of pregnancy
and the exploration of empathy is discussed in this thesis. To explore this hypothesis, I
conducted a short overview of empathy, wearables and related work, followed by a study
based on the previous study of the felt experience of pregnancy by interviewing mothers and
creating wearables. The aim of doing so is to understand other people’s experience of
pregnancy to enhance the outcome.

9

1.1 Previous Exploration with Pregnancy Communication Belts
Pregnancy Communication Belts consists of two belts that connect via Bluetooth. One belt is
made for the pregnant woman. Via a stretch sensor, it can detect movement of the baby
inside the womb. When motion is detected, the receiver belt responds, by turning five
buzzers and one motor on. The buzzers and motors do not change rhythm or combination.
The motor has a bouncing ball on to simulate a foot of the fetus. The aim is to give the same
feeling to the pregnant women's partner who wears the receiver belt. In the previous study,
only the receiver belt was tested, with five new mothers and their partners.

Figure 1 - concept drawing of Pregnancy Communication Belts

The approach of making the wearable prototype, Pregnancy Communication Belts is based
on - A “Soft” Design Approach to Soft Wearables (Tomico and Wilde 2015). The loops of
making and testing materials with and through the body in context and collecting the
experience from each person test perspective help the decision-making process.
It is easy to assume one person’s inner felt experience is the same as another’s based on
outside appearance. With that in mind, it is essential to move from the particulars of personal
experience to a broader perspective. Nevertheless, my perspective of my inner felt
experience is the primary resource for creating Pregnancy Communication Belts (Beuthel
and Wilde 2017).
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Figure 2 - test of receiver belt with mother, Figure 3 - test of receiver belt with partner

In the process of making the Pregnancy Communication Belts, I designed a tangible tool
called Emotions Cards. Tangibles or ‘tangible interaction’, is an approach that relies on
embodied interaction, tangible manipulation, physical representation, and embeddedness in
space, which is made to better understand users (Hornecker and Buur 2006).

Figure 4 - Initial test of emotions cards, Figure 5 - Test of emotions cards with mother

The emotions card had a great value to the conversation as a tangible tool, by helping the
interviewees express and explain some of their felt experience. As in the paper from (Buur
and Mitchell 2011) picture cards or emotions cards as a tangible, helps participants
negotiate a shared understanding of each card. “The use of objects and images provides an
indirect means to commence talking about topics, which may be difficult to approach head
on.” (Buur and Mitchell 2011). Not only were the emotions cards a help to understand the felt
experience of pregnancy, the wearable as a tangible tool facilitated a change in
conversations. The emotions cards also helped to compare the interviewee's experience of
pregnancy and the felt experience of Pregnancy Communication Belts.
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What I did not realise back then was that by embodying Felt experience in a wearable one
can assist others to articulate hidden emotions and support the empathic engagement with
how another person might feel.

1.2 Research Question
How can prototypes provoke questions around empathy in pregnancies?
Underlying research questions:
How can we share a felt experience of pregnancy through wearables, and at the same time
understand and empathise with other people’s private emotions, when we can only observe
the physical feelings, such as a smile or tears?
How can we relate to and understand other people’s private and invisible emotions, when we
can only observe the extent of their visible physical feelings?
How can a felt experience through wearables, help users to describe the emotional feelings
connected to that physical felt experience?
How can touch in a face-to-face interaction between two people create empathy through the
embodied felt experience of pregnancy in a wearable?

Design Challenge
Based on the previous finding, the literature reviewed in my study of empathy, I see a design
challenge with empathy in pregnancy. I believe that during pregnancy, it is important for
mothers and fathers to support and encourage the sharing of embodied feelings, for
example fear of losing the baby. Here the design suggestion is to design wearables that
support sharing embodied feelings that would be otherwise difficult to express.
In maternity, research shows that mothers’ prenatal stress leads to adverse outcomes in the
child’s emotional and physical development. There is also evidence for a direct link between
mothers’ negative states (depression and anxiety) during pregnancy and the child’s mental
and physical development, as well as other more neutral states such as food preferences
and flavors (Ciaunica 2017). Depression and anxiety is in fact common in pregnancy and
has become a focus of concern to the child, mother, and family. It could include neglect of
the child, family breakdown, self harm, and suicide (Hofberg and Ward 2003).
12

Research also suggests that depression and anxiety during pregnancy can affect the coming
fatherhood. For example, women who remained involved with the outside world (rather than
withdrawing and becoming introverted) had partners who were more satisfied with
fatherhood. In contrast, heightened anxiety among women during pregnancy was related to
less satisfaction with parenthood among fathers (Feldman, Nash et al. 1983).

1.3 Thesis Structure
The process outline in this thesis is inspired by the abductive approach, which is an way to
understand an experience though surprising moments. Is an ongoing process to make sense
of what happen in surprising moment, there emerged in the experience. I focused the
research on the abductive reasoning as my way to sanitize with the experience of
pregnancy.
This thesis begins with the findings from my previous project, which aroused my curiosity to
attempt to understand empathy in the relation to the body and the role of others. I began the
research with my personal motivation and experience of pregnancy, which I describe in
section 1.4.
Chapter 2 presents the literature I drew from and related projects. The chapter provides and
attempt for understanding empathy in social relation, for understanding the importance for
empathy in pregnancy.
Two groups of people were involved in the thesis. The participants in the interview, and the
wearers there were testing the prototypes during the design process.
I have conducted seven interview with the participants that are discuss in chapter 4 (The
Danish transcripts of the interviews are provided in an online appendix:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1a0cWVAmttk9TMGKyyJm3qw4Fzeq4gMfL/view?usp=sharin
g) My aim was to understand other people’s experience of pregnancy that would enhance
the outcome.
The interview were used as inspiration for developing prototypes, which is describe in
chapter 5. The prototypes were tested with the wearers. All the knowledge gain through the
process in this thesis, formed the final wearable, which is describe in chapter 6
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1.4 Motivation
The motivation for this thesis is grounded in my personal experience of pregnancy and life
as a new mother. For this initial inspiration, I use an autoethnographic approach, which is
“an approach to research and writing that seeks to describe and systematically analyze
(graphy) personal experience (auto) in order to understand cultural experience (ethno)”
(Ellis, Adams et al. 2011) this method or approach of research involves self-observation and
reflexive investigation in the context of ethnographic field work and writing (Chang 2016).
The autoethnography approach also became a way of thinking and linking my experience to
the experience of the participants to construct the meaning, finding themes and reflection
(Ellis, Adams et al. 2011).
The narrative’s original function was to find participants. By sharing my own story, I hoped
for others to share theirs, which is further describe in Chapter 4. The narrative shaped the
base for developing a range of questions, which I used to make an interview guide in Danish
for myself and the participants. (See in appendix - Danish)
The questions from narrative were later used a part of semi-structured interviews, based on
Kvale and Brinkmann(2015) and Goodwin (2009), where I also used the narrative to relate to
the participants experience of pregnancy. The aim was to collect other people’s experience
of pregnancy to enhance the thesis’ outcomes. Which means the autoethnographic
approach is only used in this initial inspiration, where here the narrative function as an
opener into the thesis and the background for the previous study. The narrative gives an
impression of how one person experiences pregnancy and was written in an early phase of
the design process.
Following is the translated autoethnographic narrative.

Narrative: My personal pregnancy experience
I became pregnant in the fall of 2016, and gave birth to my son Tristan on June 13, 2017. I
have been with Tristan’s father, Bjarne, for eight years. We live in an apartment in Frederica.
I think I had an easy pregnancy. I had some nausea and heartburn, but was able to fit in
school and work until I gave birth.
For me, my pregnancy was something I wanted. Initially, I thought it would be hard to
achieve since I have PCOS (Polycystic Ovary Syndrome), which is hormonal disorder seen
in 5 -10 percent of women of childbearing age. I stopped taking birth control, and then I was
14

pregnant. It came as a shock to my boyfriend that it went so fast, and he was not quite
ready, but we were both happy.
The happiness for me quickly turned into fear of losing of the baby. The first trimester was
awful, also because of the nausea. I did not tell my closest family and friends because I
wanted to surprise them for Christmas; as a Christmas present. It meant that I was having a
lot of my thoughts alone, and without it visibly influencing me, I always thought about the
health of my baby. I became more careful when I cycled back and forth to the train station,
and fearing the worst when I got into a car. Although it did seem like I was pregnant on the
outside.
I continued my life as I usually do and did that until I gave birth to my son, but my thoughts
were very different than before I got pregnant. All my thoughts were now about my baby.
When I started to feel the life of the fetus, I became overjoyed and could not help touching
my stomach, but I was also very quickly worried when I did not feel so much or felt
something new. This concern filled up a lot of my thoughts and I could not understand why
my boyfriend did not feel the same way. He was not interested in touching my stomach and
did not really care about it. So, I got the idea to make another way to share this experience
with him. Not only the joy I had when I felt life, but also the concern it caused. For me the
biggest problem was to express how I felt, and still is, but I also tried to understand why he
did not care. However, he was very excited when we were at the doctor for scans and here I
felt he also had some concerns for the health of the baby.
When I finally told my family and friends that I was pregnant, they were all very happy and I
felt I came closer to my mother and sister. My mother and sister were much more interested
in my pregnancy than my boyfriend.
I thought the pregnancy would bring my boyfriend and me closer together, but it made us
more introverted, keeping our thoughts and feelings to ourselves. It wasn’t until we were
going to buy baby equipment and a new car that I realized what responsibility he suddenly
felt. He had to be " a grown-up” now and turn down party invitations and time with friends.
So, he would enjoy the last months before he was going to become a father and not think of
the baby, where I needed him to be with me and share my concerns and pleasures.
My experience of pregnancy was on the other hand very different to his. I filled my
pregnancy on many different apps and read all the time about pregnancy and baby, and also
wrote a diary every day and took pictures of my stomach's development. I loved and talked
15

about my pregnancy, especially because it took a long time before I could see I was
pregnant. I loved when people were interested in my pregnancy and when I was with friends,
it was almost all I could talk about.

Reflection of my experience
I have reflected a little on how it might be that I suddenly needed empathy from my
boyfriend. I have an idea that it is because I suddenly became aware of the importance of
feeling the fetus during pregnancy. And not only the connecting with me but also my
boyfriend in the hope that he could get as strong a bond with the baby as I already felt.
This might also be grounded in my own relationship to my father or the missing relationship
with him through my childhood.
I also began to think that my boyfriend had to learn to set his needs aside and think of others
before himself, which he more likely only does. A new born child has needs to be covered
and you often must put your own needs aside, which I doubted my boyfriend could do.
Becoming a father has not been easy for him and I often think if it would have been easier if
he started learning to empathise with me when I was pregnant.
Reflecting at my narrative, I learned that the experience of pregnancy is not the same for the
father as it is for the mother. When I became pregnant, my world changed completely, where
my boyfriend still was in the same place as before the two red lines on the pregnancy test
appeared.
He had to see the baby on scans, to be concerned for the health of the baby. Where I was
concerned all the time, in everything I did during my pregnancy. The further I got in the
pregnancy, the more my boyfriend started avoiding too much physical contact with me. To
avoid the concerns of future responsibilities as a father (out of sight, out of mind).
I have always been told that children are a mirror of the parents. Therefore it was also
important for me to be the best version of myself when my baby was born. Here it came
clearly that my boyfriend and me came from two different social backgrounds, with different
values in life. Somehow, I wanted to change or move some of his common ground, to ensure
that our baby would be raised with the values I find important to have, such as empathy.
I also identified some themes in my narrative, such as fear, relationship, empathy, and
hidden feelings. Which also helped me shape the research project in this thesis by my
curiosity towards empathy in pregnancy. Being highly personally involved in the research
was not always a benefit for me, since it has also cost a lot of tears along the way.
16

The use of the Narrative in the Thesis
As mentioned before, I used my narrative to develop the question in the interview guide. The
interview guide is made in the process of finding participants, which is described in chapter
4. The aim was to understand if the participants also had a need for empathy as I did during
my own pregnancy. And if they had, what were the reason? And how the pregnancy had an
effect of their relationship with others. The following is some of the main questions that
emerged from the narrative and used in the interview guide and the interviews.
How do you experience pregnancy?
Do you feel your partner is as much a part of pregnancy as you?
Do you feel your partner has empathy (recognize and understand the feelings of others - put
it in someone else's place) for you or would you wish he / she could be put more in your
situation?
What would it mean if your partner could be in your shoes during your pregnancy?
(symbolic)
Did you have any concerns throughout your pregnancy?
If there was one thing (physical pain / joy or emotional thinking, worries) that you could give
your partner or nearest what should it be? and why? (let them carry the burden or the joy
instead of you)
I wanted to know the participants’ experience of pregnancy in relation to their partner and
others. How pregnancy might affect the relationship and how that affects the pregnant
women. And use their story for developing new knowledge and inspiration for prototyping
wearables. My autoethnography narrative for developing a guide for the semi-structured
interviews with the participants, but rather used as an opener for the conversation and as an
inspirational starting point and motivation.
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2

The Landscape Review

In this chapter, I describe the literature I drew from. I began with an attempt of understanding
empathy, and the terms that empathy implies. I am not aiming for a complete framework of
empathy and the terms used in the thesis. It can be useful here to briefly review these
definitions, because the terms are interlinked and define each other, depending on the
context. I draw from the Oxford English Dictionary, Devecchi and Guerrini, Baron-Cohen,
Zahavi and Ciaunica. Followed by clarification of what wearables are and related work.

2.1 Understanding empathy
In recent decades, there has been an increasing focus on empathy which is considered as a
key element for any social interactions. Empathy is not only considered as a key element to
understand others, but more importantly, as a basic form of relating to and understanding
other people, which are some good reasons to be interested in empathy (Baron-Cohen
2011).

What is empathy?
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, Empathy (noun) is “The ability to understand and
share the feelings of another.” The word comes from the Greek (feeling into) by the
philosophers Hermann Lotze and Robert Vischer in 1873. (OED) They used it for describing
the aesthetic experience of "projecting yourself into what you observe” in works of art and
nature in order to aesthetically perceive them (Devecchi and Guerrini 2017).
Empathy is translated from the German term Einfülhung, by the psychologist Edward B.
Tistchner to the word empathy as we know today. The original meaning (feeling into) has
been extended, re-phrased, and re-interpreted in many different ways, during the recent
decades (Devecchi and Guerrini 2017). Which leads to many open questions about
empathy, despite the fact that there is a broad consensus about the very meaning of
empathy, according to maintaining a self-other reliance. Considering the complexity of social
interactions, it is not surprising that there is little consensus about the conceptualization of
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empathy should be committed in the first place, which made it very confusing (Baron-Cohen
2011, Ciaunica 2017, Devecchi and Guerrini 2017)
Misunderstanding empathy
Empathy is often confused with the words sympathy and compassion. Empathic concern or
sympathy is defined as feeling sorrow for another’s misfortune. Compassion is the simple act
of being worried about others’ suffering. They are both models of Empathy but in a more
harmful form, where empathy is merely more. However, sympathy and compassion are both
limited to negative situations where as empathy extends the ability of sharing and
understanding others in any condition, and not restricted to the negative. In the same way,
empathy does not involve agreement. (OED)

Figure 6 - Empathy vs. sympathy

Multiple perspectives of empathy
In the literature from the recent decades, two main perspectives stand out. Affective
Empathy and Cognitive Empathy. The first defines empathy from an affective or emotional
point of view, describing it as the ability to share another’s feelings or emotional state
(Zahavi 2012, Devecchi and Guerrini 2017). The second defines empathy as a cognitive
phenomenon, considering it as understanding the emotions of others without necessarily
sharing the same emotional state. (Mead 1934, Zahavi 2012, Devecchi and Guerrini 2017)
Affective Empathy is more subdivided in the sympatric stage of empathy and emotional
reactive distress at the sight of another’s distress. Cognitive Empathy is taking another’s
perspective or projecting into the experience of fictional characters (Devecchi and Guerrini
2017) Simon Baron-Cohen considers both perspectives. He finds both relevant in the
construction of empathy, although they have different functions and benefits (Baron-Cohen
2011).
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Why is empathy important?
As described above Empathy is, the ability to understand and be aware of, co-experience
the feelings and thoughts of other people. Which probably make it one of the most important
skills a person may have (Rees 2003, Zahavi and Overgaard 2012).
General
There are very few activities where we as humans do not communicate with each other
(social interactions). Therefore, it is not surprising that empathy, (the ability to better
understand others and to read their feelings), is important to have as human beings.
Empathy at a very foundational level, in other words, what make us human (Baron-Cohen
2011). Therefore, it can be beneficial to clarify communication to understand social
interactions, which is where empathy is present.
Communication
In the following I will briefly explain how I see communication (social interactions).
In my previous educations, I have always learned that communication is as the classic
sender-receiver model. But I now see it as more than that. I will not go too much into the
original model from Weaver (1963) because it is a more mathematical theory of
communication but instead use the interpretation of Mead in the book from Stacey (2007).
(Shannon and Weaver 1963, Stacey 2007)

Figure 7 - Weaver's sender-receiver model

The sender-receiver model communication model between a sender and a receiver. The
model shows a linear view of time, starting with the one person sending a message to
another, who can thereby understand the message there are received and decoded. The
massage can be send by using difference channel or medium. If the process is interfered at
any point the signal becomes noisy. Sometimes further transitions are needed, in order to
20

close the gaps if there are some until the same meaning is received as was transmitted
(Stacey 2007). The terms of a sender and receiver, is however not how Mead thinks of it, but
instead, one body making a gesture to another body, were the gesture evokes a response
from the other body. Mead calls it instead of the conversation of gestures. (Stacey 2007)
“That response is itself a gesture back to the first body which, in turn, evokes a further
response.” Stacey (2007) It is an ongoing interaction between the actors were the gesture
and response cannot stand alone and must be understood in the social act as a whole
(Stacey 2007). Meaning that the understanding does not lie in the gesture or the response,
but it is the circular interaction between the two in that exact moment. There is a possibility
for miscommunication because you might never know what your gesture might evoke, even
if you know the others full life story, there will still be a possibility of spontaneous response,
and that might evoke something in your own experience. This is not like the sender-receiver
model, but an ongoing conversational negotiation of the meaning (Stacey 2007).
Knowing this makes it possible to understand how people negotiate a shared understanding
in a social interaction. As I understand the bodily gestures is more than language, so when
something is hard to explain with words we use our body to express our feeling and
thoughts. Looking back to my own experience of pregnancy and previous project, I tried not
only using my own body, but also my boyfriend’s body to make the shared understanding.
With the wearable, I tried to evoke his body to empathise with my body. And as described
above it is possible for miscommunication, and it might evoke somethings else.
Coming back to the importance of empathy
Empathy can lead to a more helpful behavior, which is beneficial in social relations. People
are naturally social beings. Therefore, empathy is important as it helps our relationship with
other people. When people experience empathy, they are more likely to engage in prosocial
actions that benefit other people. For example, things like heroism (Hoffman 1987, Davis
1994). Most people are able to empathize with others in a number of situations, but it may
fail. Empathy is the ability to see things from someone else's perspective and to sympathize
with other emotions that are important in our social life. Empathy allows us to understand
others and often forces us to act to alleviate the suffering of others (Wispé 1986, Epley
2015).
This helps us understand that when we experience empathy we are more likely to empathize
our self, which gives more prosocial relations with others. Going back to my own experience
of pregnancy and reflection, I wanted my boyfriend to be more empathic for preparing him
for the life as a father and to give him a chance to have prosocial relation to our child. And
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also, improving our relationship, so it would not end with a break up, as it did with my
parents.
The importance of empathy in pregnancy
Research in social scientists with parents emphasizes the important role empathy has in
socialization. Research has found that positive parents are associated with the child's higher
levels of prosocial behavior. In these studies, more empathic mothers are more likely to
encourage their children to take other perspectives, which is associated with the child's
empathy and prosocial behavior (Farrant, Devine et al. 2012).
Parenting is often the result of a pregnancy, but you can be pregnant and not become a
parent for many reasons. For example losing the baby during pregnancy. And the other way
around, you can be a parent without experience pregnancy. For example adoption.
Roots of Empathy is a parenting program for parents with low empathy. And children with
parents that have low empathy, are more likely to become violent (Gordon 2003). “What is
common in violence and in abusive/ neglectful parenting is low levels of empathy.” (Gordon
2003). Parents or primary caretakers of the children is the lifeline. Which means the child
depending on them to understand and regulate every emotion the child experiences. The
parents makes the grounded template for the children, for understanding others, which they
often follow for the rest of the child’s life (Gordon 2003).
As described in this section, empathy is important in any social relation, but when you are
pregnant I think it is even more important, because it is depending on the future life of the
children (Gordon 2003). And who would not want the best for their children?

Simulation theories
When I started exploring empathy, some of the first things I came across, was simulations
theories Theory-Theory and the closely related Theory of mind. These theories are what
simulations theorists consider empathy as a fundamental element to understand others
minds. Using neuroscience (The system of “mirror neurons”) as the biological evidence for
the human ability of inner imitation, where simulation theories argue that we use our self as a
model to understand others mental life (Gallese and Goldman 1998, Baron-Cohen and
Wheelwright 2004, Shanton and Goldman 2010, Gallagher 2012, Devecchi and Guerrini
2017) According to Baron-Cohen (2011), Theory of Mind is the ability to put yourself in
another’s shoes, to have empathy, possess both the affective and cognitive perspective.
(Baron-Cohen 2011) Where in the phenology tradition is not possible to be in another’s
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shoes (Devecchi and Guerrini 2017). In the following I will explore empathy in the
phenomenology tradition from the work of Dan Zahavi.

Empathy in phenomenology
"Empathy is the direct experience and experience of the spirit, which differs greatly from
what our imagination and imagination can tell us about the other," (Zahavi 2001)
In the phenomenological tradition of philosophy, empathy is considered as a unique kind of
experience and must be considered a central precondition for experiential sharing. “A basic,
irreducible, form of intentionality that is directed towards the experiences of others.” “the
experience of the embodied mind of the other, an experience which rather than eliminating
the difference between self-experience and other-experience takes the asymmetry to be a
necessary and persistent existential fact” (Zahavi 2014). Meaning that empathy is a basic
form of understanding others’ minds and entails the preservation of the self-other
differentiation, which must be considered a basic precondition for the emergence of
experiential sharing in general. Empathy is also not about using the emotions that others
awake in us as guidelines (Zahavi 2010).
Imagine you have a good friend, whom you know recently divorced. You are going to visit
him. He has left his door open but is not even present. You enter his workroom and can see
that all his letters from the ex-wife are torn apart. The sight of the paper jams, beyond the
whole, makes you think about how he is, and you conclude that he is probably upset.
Imagine another scenario. This time your friend is present. You do not get into the workroom
and therefore do not see the torn letters. Instead, you sit in the living room face-to-face with
your friend who starts talking in a trembling voice before he suddenly collapses in front of
you. In both situations, there is the possibility that you as a person can act morally and give
your friend support. In both cases, you can try to sit in your friend's place and see the world
through his eyes. But philosophically, there is a crucial difference in understanding the other.
Only in the last case where the friend is present is understanding through empathy, from a
phenomenology perspective (Jardine and Szanto 2017).
According to Zahavi empathy is an innate ability to get into what others feel based on what
they say, tone of voice, facial expressions or body language. “Empathy is a fundamental
building block in our developmental psychological life. It is not an ability to acquire, but a
fundamental part of being human. Empathy is when we instinctively recognize the mind in a
tied nose or the joy of a smile.” (Zahavi 2010). This is a completely different understanding
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than simulations theories, where it is possible to empathise with someone that is not present
for example dolls (Baron-Cohen, Leslie et al. 1985). Going back to the pregnant woman in
the street, Zahavi (2010) argues that just by being present helps us understand and
empathise with her, in the light of her outside appearance (Zahavi 2010). Where in the
simulations theory it is possible to just imagine her, which can help us understand and
empathise with her (Shanton and Goldman 2010).
Zahavi (2012) bases his argument on the phenomenological philosophy that goes back to
the German philosopher Edmund Husserl (Husserl 1973) and Edith Stein (Stein,
Sondermann et al. 1917). In Husserl and Stein’s view, empathy necessitates a difference
between the subject of empathic experience and the subject of the empathized experience.
In other words, empathy allows us to understand the others experience although without
providing us a first-personal access to it. As Husserl wrote, “had one had the same access to
the others consciousness as to one’s own, the other would have ceased being another, and
would instead have become a part of oneself” (Husserl, 1973; 139), meaning that is not to
experience what is like to be in another shoes but the skill to be with another person face-toface and accepting the otherness (Zahavi 2012).
Phenomenology emphasizes the importance of meeting a phenomenon with as much
openness and lack of bias as possible (Zahavi 2012). Again, if we go back to the pregnant
women in the street, we are more likely to pass judgments when we imagining things as in
the first example above. Where on the other hand are present we are more open-minded to
situation (Zahavi 2012).
Imagine that you have read a book that claims that women generally have a very high pain
threshold. Then you witness a birth where the mother expresses severe pain. Given your
background of never experiencing childbirth before and the knowledge from the book, you
might think she must be exaggerating. Another scenario is that you are a woman who has
given birth and it went effortlessly. Therefore, you might think that the mother overreacts.
What empathy can do is help you be open to what you meet, rather than having a
preconceived opinion based on theory or your own subjective experience. To remain open to
differences between the other person and try to recognise the feelings the other person has.
Empathy is not based on theoretical knowledge or personal experience, which the research
has otherwise broken in the past 20-30 years. The art is to meet the other and to understand
and respect the other, without coming into the violence of emotions and without making the
feelings of the other to their own (Zahavi 2014).
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Dan Zahavi’s view on empathy is that it should be primarily described as: “the experience of
the embodied mind of the other, an experience which rather than eliminating the difference
between self-experience and other-experience takes the asymmetry to be a necessary and
persistent existential fact” (Zahavi 2003). Meaning that empathy is the primary form of
understanding other minds and entails the preservation of the self-other differentiation and
that must be considered an essential precondition for the emergence of experiential sharing
in general.

2.2 Meeting Bodies In Pregnancy
Zahavi pointed out that we empathize when we meet face-to-face, and we learn the social
skills already from when we are born, but what if we actually already start the journey as a
fetus inside our mothers?
Anna Claunica (2017), raises this question, and argues that empathy and the basic forms of
sharing, already start in pregnancy and intersubjective touch in early infancy, skin-to-skin
meeting. She argues that pregnancy is another form of sharing an experience. A pregnant
woman does not share her body and womb in the same way as she shares her trousers.
“[T]here is a special relation between [her] (as a subject of an experience) and [her] body.
Indeed, there is a sense in which [she doesn’t] own nor relate to [her] body in the same way
as [she owns] an object such as [her] trousers (Ciaunica 2017)
Maternity research shows that from week 22 the fetus can recognize voices, which means
they can start relationships. When the child is born, skin-to-skin contact with the caregiver is
the way the infant develop the social interaction. Touch is one of the first senses we develop,
and the skin is the oldest and largest organ we have. The infant depends on the caretaker
for survival and studies show that the skin-to-skin contact leads to a more secure attachment
between the infants and parents (Hofberg and Ward 2003, Ciaunica 2017).
As a mother, I touch my child every day. I touch him to feel his temperature, to bathe him
and feed him. When he was just born, I constantly touched him when he slept to feel if he
was still breathing. During my pregnancy, I was told that the best thing we could do was to
have skin-to-skin contact, especially when breastfeeding. And when the child is starting to
open their eyes, eye contact was important for the development for his future mental stage.
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I use skin-to-skin and eye contact to understand and empathise with my child, he needs me
for survival. When I see, and hear he is crying, he does not need me to feel sad for him. He
needs body contact with me, to understand that everything is okay.
If skin-to-skin contact leads to a stronger bond between the child and the parent, could it
also be a way to closer contact between parents?

Shared Experience
A shared experience is what it sounds like. Sharing by seeing, hearing, or doing the same
thing as someone else. The shared experience can help us find a common meaning of
communicative acts (Liebal, Behne et al. 2009).
A personal example of a shared experience with my son:
Every morning we do the same thing, waking up and turning on the TV before having
breakfast. my son does still not have any language in form of words. So, I know now when is
time for breakfast he crawls towards the kitchen, because that what we do every day. I know
when he pointing towards the cabinet, he wants raisins.
My boyfriend should give our son breakfast today, and I could hear it was not easy for my
boyfriend, he did not understand that our son want raisins, when he pointed towards the
cabinet, and our son started to cry. My boyfriend did not share the same experience, and
therefore he did not understand what our son wanted.
In almost all the things my son wants I knew them because we shared the experience, I
knew when he touches my leg it means that he wants to come up to me for having
something to drink.
Instead of the idea that the “mind-reading” required in cooperative communication that takes
place in a shared experience, we literally ‘meet’ them via proximal channels such as
intersubjective touch (Liebal, Behne et al. 2009, Ciaunica 2017).
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2.3 What is Wearables?
“Wearables is a collective name that has to do with anything combining fashion and
technology. It usually refers to technology-enhanced garments or a piece of technology that
can be worn on the body. Wearables comes from the term "wearable computing." It does not
need to include a computer or other computational device. Even garments with a minimal
number of electronics are considered wearables. It's a term made popular by media to
describe both the field of wearable computing and fashion and technology.” (Olsson 2012)
Wearables have many different names, such as e-textile and wearable computing, but they
all share the same principle of combining technology with textiles and can be worn on the
body (Olsson 2012). The main difference between wearables and a portable computer, is
that a wearable can be in physical contact with you in a long-term intimate way. “A wearable
may hang on your belt like an old pocket calculator, or it may take form of clothing or jewelry,
residing in your shoes, hat, gloves, eyeglasses, ring or other accessories, providing a variety
of kinds of physical contact beyond the traditional paradigm of fingertips touching only a
keyboard and a mouse” (Picard and Healey 1997). Portable computer such as smartphone
and laptops can also be worn today, in pockets or bags, which also make them wearables
(Olsson 2012).
Active trackers and smartwatches are today some of the most popular wearables. The
common features are that they have special sensors and tools, there can recognize physical
and physiological patterns and transmit the data via wireless technology such as Bluetooth
and Wi-Fi. This might sound like a new term, but is far from that. Eyeglasses are technology
worn on your face to enhance sight; the first pair were made in Italy in the eleventh century
(Olsson 2012).
Wearables are also often expressed as an extension of the body, providing us personal
details from our bodies, for example heart rate, blood pressure, body possession and
temperature, which can improve qualities of life (Leigh, Sareen et al. 2017). The extension
from a wearable can thereby encourage a person to negotiate or re-navigate their physical
properties (Leigh, Sareen et al. 2017).
The wearable I made in my previous study is somehow an extension of a body inside
another body. A third body perceived the detail in the form of a felt experience, and thereby
its up to the third body to negotiate or re-navigate towards the other two bodies.
In this thesis, I wanted to make a wearable that considers these three bodies but not
necessarily in the same way as the previous one.
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The body
The physicist believes that the body and soul should not be divorced. The body is given as
body consciousness. Consciousness and psyche is a bodily structure and thus not separate
from the body. The body is not bounded by our skin. It is not an object. The body diagram
can be expanded (e.g. a blind man with his stick, the stick becomes an extension of the
body). The body diagram may also deselect a body part (e.g. unable to use his arm).
The pregnant body
“As my pregnancy begins, I experience it as a change in my body, I become different from
what I have been. (…) Then I feel a little tickle, a little gurgle in my belly, it is my feeling, my
insides, and it feels somewhat like a gas bubble, but it is not, it is different, in another place,
belonging to another, another that is nevertheless my body” (Young 1984).
This is from a pregnant woman’s diary where she wrote about her feelings during her
pregnancy. Young is using the reflections on the experience of pregnancy to reveal that the
body’s subjectivity is decentered. Meaning that she experiences her body as herself and not
herself. Its inner movements belong to another being, yet they are not other, because her
body boundaries shift and because her bodily self-location is focused on her trunk in addition
to her head (Young 1984).
One of the researchers who explored the experience of pregnancy as an embodiment is
Elena Neiterman, who interviewed 42 women of diverse age groups, and social and cultural
backgrounds. It is demonstrated that the embodiment of pregnancy as a process of doing
includes: (1) learning to be pregnant through reassessment and reevaluation of bodily
sensations; (2) adapting new routines of care for the body; and (3) performing normalized
cues and routines of pregnancy (Neiterman 2012).
She shows that the social context and social interactions shape the process of pregnant
embodiment. At the same time, she claims that the process of pregnant embodiment is not
limited to adjusting to the physiological changes associated with pregnancy and does not
always coincide with the actual conception. Rather, starting to perceive the body as pregnant
and carefully sorting feelings and sensations as related or unrelated to pregnancy is what
marks the beginning of the process of pregnant embodiment (Neiterman 2012).
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2.4 Related Projects
This section gives an overview of the related project to this thesis. The following six projects
are creating wearables to simulate a felt experience and/or are related to pregnancy.
Multiplies of the project also make the wearables support the empathic engagement with
how another person might feel.

Wear.x
Feelings are a personal thing, which is challenging to communicate successfully. Wear.x is a
method developed to address this issue (Beuthel and Wilde 2017). The method is for
developing wearables that transfer one person's discomfort to another. The mindset of
bringing something unclear into language, which can negotiate a shared understanding
through the wearables, is related to the idea for the wearables in this thesis.
The method has five stages, Reflective Observation, Embodied Introspection,
Materialisation, Prototyping and Aesthetic Refinement (Beuthel and Wilde 2017).
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Figure 8 - Wear.x method summarized into figure

The method builds on assumptions and reflections, which does not allow one to go into a
deep understanding of the felt experience. Instead the method focuses on how to bring a felt
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experience into a tangible form, by observing, sketching, notetaking and reflecting. What to
take away from this method is how to bring knowledge into a wearable from.
In this thesis, I want to go deeper into the felt experience, than what can be observed. It is
still good to take some of the methods to bring knowledge into a wearable form in
consideration.

Menstruation Machine
Another case-specific project developed to
simulate a specific discomfort is the Menstruation
Machine (Ozaki 2010). The Menstruation Machine
is a wearable device fitted with a blood dispensing
mechanism and electrodes that stimulate the
lower abdomen to simulate the pain and bleeding
of a five-day menstruation process (Ozaki, 2010).
Like pregnancy, the discomfort of menstruation is
something only women can experience. Ozaki tells
a story about a boy who builds and wears the
“Menstruation Machine” to understand what the
period feels like, and made into a short music
video. The boy is actually a woman dress up as a
boy in the video, so she knows how menstruation

Figure 9 - Menstruation Machine

feels. The video was public on YouTube, and in
one week it had more 100000 hits (Ozaki, 2010).
The high interest on YouTube, also created a debate around gender and empathy.
Why should men experience menstruation?
The Menstruation Machine is created for men to empathise with women. Which also is an
opportunity for men to design for problems such as menstruation by given men something
that he as a man has no access to (menstruation or pregnancy) and convert it into a design
challenge (Bardzell, Bardzell et al. 2015).
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Guys experience labor pain
Other popular videos on YouTube are videos of men experiencing labor contractions, and
there are over 4000 videos from all over the world (Guys 2015). The most popular is with
four men who are experiencing five stages of motherhood to celebrate Mother’s Day, where
one of them is experiencing labor contractions. In another video, they try a wearable to
experience the pregnant body, in the form of the weight a pregnant woman would
experience in her 3rd trimester. In both videos pain and discomfort are the main subject.

Figure 10 - Men experience labor pain

The men in the videos want to experience labor pain, to empathise with their mothers or
wife/girlfriend, who had experienced labor pain. With the thousands of videos of men trying
labor pain, this might indicate the potential for products there are giving men access to
experience the biological experience, they otherwise cannot have.

Mommy Tummy
Mommy Tummy is a pregnancy experience
system simulating fetal movement, using a variety
of sensors and actuators in a wearable jacket. The
jacket will change in weight and size simulating a
typical fetus’s growth over nine months in few

Figure 111 - concept of Mommy Tummy

minutes. When wearing the jacket, a user
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can experience the temperature, movement and heartbeat, of a fictive fetus. The condition of
the fictive fetus and mother, during the nine months is shown on screen display in a 3D
animation. Thereby can the user of the jacket also communicate with the fetus by rubbing
the jacket and see the reaction on the screen. The reaction is shown by moods and activity
of the fetus, in a typical fetus development
(Kosaka, Misumi et al. 2011).
As the project above, this is made for men to
experience something that biologically only
women can experience. The project is made
for men to empathize with what it is like to
carry a growing fetus. The project aims to give
the full experience of pregnancy, and not only
the physical felt experience, but also trying to
make the men emotionally attach to the fetus,

Figure 112 - Mommy Tummy prototype

by showing the mood of the fetus, with the wearable jacket (Kosaka, Misumi et al. 2011).
A YouTube video, shows the use of the Mommy Tummy in action, by telling a story about a
pregnant woman that is late with cooking dinner for her working husband. The husband is
annoyed with the wife, but the woman reminds the husband that she is pregnant, and makes
him wear the Mummy Tummy jacket. As a result, he empathizes with her, after experiencing
pregnancy for himself and wants to help with daily chores in the home (Inwamoto 2010).

Baby Bumper
Baby Bumper is designed for pregnant women in crowded cities to
reduce stress and protect the baby from hard blows, with an airbag,
if the woman falls. It can also track the movement of the baby and
share this data with family and friends (Hiyama, Saito et al. 2015).
The Baby Bumper also reminds the mother to touch her belly,
when is more than 5 hours since she did it last time. The Baby
Bumper enhance the connection and communication between
mother and baby. The aim with the Baby Bumper to make the

Figure 113 - Baby Bumper concept

mother feel safer, so she does not have to be concern for the baby all the time (Hiyama,
Saito et al. 2015).
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Smart Maternity Clothes
Smart maternity clothes are designed to visualize the
movement of the fetus with LED’s attached to the
clothes and share the data to a smartphone (Jeon,
Ryu et al. 2015).
Significantly, the prototype was tested with couples to
measure empathic engagement for the fetus. One of
the father participants noted: “When I see the fetal

Figure 114 - Smart Maternity Clothes concept

movement visually, I feel like my fatherly love is greatly increasing,” “If the fetal movement is
visually seen especially when we read a book to the fetus, my empathy level will be doubled
up.” When the couples share the data of the fetus together, they could talk more about the
fetus and thereby increase the relationship to the fetus together (Jeon, Ryu et al. 2015).

Reflection from related work
When we are sharing the same experience, by understanding each other’s discomfort,
through a wearable, as if we share an object together. When we try to understand each
other in this way, I will say that we only understand each other by mind (I think, that you
think, that I think that it feels like this). What I find interesting in this, is as in my previous
project, the wearables that gives felt experience, can articulate hidden feelings, feelings we
might have difficulties communicating to each other.
Discomfort is a personal feeling, and even though you can experience the same thing, it
might never be the same pain as I feel. As a woman, I share the experience of menstruation
with other women, it might never be the same, but when I see a woman having the pain, I
can relate to it and recognize the symptoms.
This might not be empathy but closer to sympathy, but I think, when we share an experience
as a discomfort, we might take the effort, to meet the person face-to-face (eye contact) or
skin-to-skin (for example a hug) and try to understand and empathise with the person.
In all the projects with wearables related to pregnancy, and my previous project, except
Mummy Tummy the wearable track movement of the fetus with different sensors, and use
the data in different ways. The big difference from the related project and my previous
project, is that I have two wearers in order to make the prototype work.
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3

Methodology

This thesis is based on phenomenology and a first-person perspective. Zahavi draws on
phenomenological insights from an early contribution from Husserl and others "When I am
aware of a recurrent pain, perception, or thought from the first-person perspective, the
experience in question is given immediately, non-inferentially and no critically as mine (...)
The particular first-personal givenness of the experiences makes it mine and distinguishes it
for me from whatever experiences others might have" (Zahavi 2003). The first-person
perspective is from where the world can see. There is no "view from nowhere", no pure
objectivity, the dimension from which the world (broadly understood) opens to me and which
has to be systematically investigated in phenomenology.
Phenomenology is used to denote the fact that all experiences are experiences by someone
from his or her standpoint and therefore are relative to or "owned" by the experienced
subject. The perspective of the experiential subject are what I am trying to focus on in this
thesis. The basic phenomenological descriptions must be based on the first person’s
perspective (Thompson, Ratcliffe et al.).

With the view from the phenomenology the data analyses seeks to focus on the informants
first person’s perspective, but I am aware that it is my interpretation of the data, from my
perspective. For example, if you and I are looking at the same flower, you tell the flower is
red from where you stand, I accept that this is your experience of the flower, and not making
your experience to my own experience.
With the wearable, I made for the man to experience something he otherwise biologically
does not have access to, I give him a chance to have the experience from his own first
person perspective, where he until now only sees the experience from another person’s
view.
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3.1 Research methods
This thesis builds on a previous project and my own experience of pregnancy. The findings
from the previous project, help me shape the research question and the theoretical
investigations.
I started the research in this thesis with autoethnography approach, by writing a narrative of
my own experience of pregnancy. The narrative is used for the initial inspiration and
construction for an interview guide used in semi-structured interviews (Kvale 2015).
The theoretical investigations of empathy in pregnancy and the initial process shape the
hypothesis. I focus the research on abductive discovery which is expressed as I come up
with solutions as possible bids on my hypothesis and research question and will be
described further in the following section.
Following my theoretical investigations, I recruited 10 mothers, where only one was pregnant
at the time of the research. Which form my outcome, in the way that the wearable has
multiple functions depending on who wears the prototype. When mothers wear the wearable
it evokes hidden feelings, and when fathers wear the wearable it gives them a chance to
experience pregnancy from their own point of view, and might also evoke some feelings that
can help the father to understand the hidden feelings, and thereby empathize with the
mothers. The rest have recently (within the past 9 months) become mothers for the first,
second or third time. I conducted a series of interviews, where I used my previous prototype
and emotions cards as tools in the interview. l also tried to make the participants draw the
relation to other people during their pregnancy and mapping out the feelings connected to
pregnancy on a drawing of a pregnant body. The interview methods are further described in
Chapter 4. With the interview data as my foundation, I developed prototypes to explore my
research questions. The findings from this process enable me to arrive at my contribution.

Abductive reasoning
In this thesis, I am inspired by the abductive reasoning, as it is expressed by Brinkman
(2014). The abductive approach is in between inductive and deductive approach and
addresses the limitations correlated with inductive and deductive approaches (Brinkmann
2014).
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The inductive approach (“collecting”) is grounded on data-driven analysis. Where you collect
the data, and building a theory out of the data analysis. The criticism is that an inductive form
of inference is not logically valid and cannot give us exact or general knowledge (Brinkmann
2014).The Deductive approach (“framework”) is the other way around thus a theory-driven
analysis. The theory determines data in the sense that hypotheses are articulated on the
background of theory. The deductive approach does not allow alternative explanations of
what is happening, which also are some of the criticism for this method (Brinkmann 2014).
As Brinkmann (2014) suggests, the abductive approach is an alternative to the inductive and
deductive approaches, which is a form of reasoning that is concerned with the relationship
between a situation and inquiry (Brinkmann 2014).
“Abduction is thus a form of reasoning used in situations of uncertainty, when we need an
understanding or explanation of something that happens. It can be formalized as follows: (a)
We observe X, (b) X is unexpected and breaks with our normal understanding, (c) but if Y is
the case, then X makes sense, (d) therefore, we are allowed to claim Y, at least
provisionally.” (Brinkmann 2014).
For example, (a) I observed the test of my previous project “X”, (b) where I find the
unexpectedness of how the wearable could articulate hidden feelings such as fear, with
break with our normal understanding of a wearable. (c) Y is the theory and data collected
(case) in this thesis, which is from the previous project, then X makes sense, (d) we can
conclude that this is the case (at least until we arrive at a better interpretation).
“The result of sense-making (which may be a concept or a theory) is then tested to see
whether the situation is resolved. Abduction is therefore a never-ending process, something
that goes on as long as humans are alive.” (Brinkmann 2014)
The abductive approach is ongoing loop of a search and understanding. As in my case I am
making a new prototype based on my findings, which I again will observe to come closer to
an understanding of what I first observed in my previous project. I am trying to make sense
of what first observed in the unexpected moment (Brinkmann 2014).
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Figure 15 - Adduction approach

Autoethnographic approach
“an approach to research and writing that seeks to describe and systematically analyze
(graphy) personal experience (auto) in order to understand cultural experience (ethno)”(Ellis,
Adams et al. 2011)this method or approach of research involves self-observation and
reflexive investigation in the context of ethnographic field work and writing (Chang 2016).
I was inspired by the autoethnographic approach, which I used as my initial inspiration, by
writing a narrative of my own experience of pregnancy. I also used it as a way of thinking
and linking my experience to the experience of the participants and the theory used in this
thesis, by reflections on one as a part of the abductive reasoning.

The Making
The prototypes I have made in this thesis and my previous project, can be described as
“experience prototyping”, which is beyond the concrete sensory of look and feel. (Buchenau,
Marion, and Jane Fulton Suri, 2000) defined experience prototyping as: “to emphasize the
experiential aspect of whatever representations are needed to successfully (re)live or convey
an experience with a product, space or system.” which means the prototype is designed to
understand, explore or communicate, what it is like to engaged with the prototype. This
method allows the designer or user to experience the prototype themselves, instead of
showing someone else’s experience. In order to make them experience the prototype for
their own perspective, the designer have to think about the experience rather than the
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physical design, which involved “exploring by doing”. (Buchenau, Marion, and Jane Fulton
Suri, 2000)
Going back to the methodology where I draw from phenomenology and a first-person
perspective, this method allow the designer and user to experience the prototype themself
(first-person perspective), which is the insensial in phenomenology. The method also builds
making the prototype a way of understanding, explore or communicate, which is what I want
to do with the prototypes. I want to understand what is like to be pregnant, and explore
empathy within pregnancy. And more importantly I want to communicate how it is to be
pregnant and all the feelings pregnancy implies in order to make other empathise with the
pregnant woman. As the methods suggests I as a designer have focused on the experience
of the prototypes rather than the physical appearance, and have just done what came to my
mind in the moment of making the prototypes. The process is further described in chapter 5
- prototyping.
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4

Conversations with mothers

In this chapter, I explain how I found the participants for my study and how I planned and
conducted the semi-structured interviews. I then introduce the participants and my
reflections. Finally, I describe the themes that emerged in the analysis, which became the
starting point for the prototyping process, described in the next chapter. In all, I conducted
seven semi-structured interviews, and three other mothers sent me narratives. But first some
general information about the interview form used in this thesis.
Overview of the interview I have conducted in this thesis
Informants

Interview style

Instruments

Setting

Duration

Nadja
Mother of two

Semi-structured
interview followed guide

Video camera
(did not record),
noted pad, my
tool set

SDU kolding

apportionm
ent one
hour

Cecilie
First time mother

Semi-structured
interview followed guide

Phone to record,
noted pad, my
tool set

The library in
Fredericia
(meeting room)

1.17

Josefine
First time mother

Semi-structured
interview followed guide

Phone to record,
noted pad, my
tool set

In her home

0.43
(interoped)

Julie
Mother of three

Semi-structured
interview inspired by guide

Phone to record,
noted pad, my
tool set

The library in
Fredericia
(meeting room)

1.28

Trine
Mother of two

Semi-structured
interview inspired by guide

Phone to record,
noted pad, my
tool set

In her home

1.38

Christina
Mother of two

Semi-structured
interview inspired by guide

Phone to record,
noted pad, my
tool set

The library in
Fredericia
(meeting room)

1.14

Nellie

Semi-structured
interview - did not
followed guide

Phone to record,
noted pad, my
tool set

At my place

1.40

Mother of three
and pregnant

Figure 16 - overview of interviews conductive
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What is a semi-structured interview?
“In a semi-structured interview, the researcher provides some structure based on her
research interests and interview guide but works flexibly with the guide and allows room for
the respondent's more spontaneous descriptions and narratives” (Brinkmann 2014).
Kvale and Brinkmann (2015, p. 19) adds that it is also about unfolding the meaning of the
subject's experiences and uncovering their living world, and this precedes scientific
explanations. This also shows that the qualitative interview is inspired by phenomenology.
They add that the qualitative interview at times is called unstructured or non-standardized.
This is because there are only a few of such procedures for performing these types of
interview, and many of the methodological decisions must therefore be taken on the spot, ie
during the interview (Kvale and Brinkmann 2015, p. 36). There is no shortage of procedure
that causes them to become semi-structured, but rather, it is related to objectiveness; It's
just the way you work as accurately as possible with its methods.
Kvale and Brinkmann (2015, p. 19) emphasize that the research interview speaks with
people because you want to know how they describe their experiences or articulate their
reasons to act as they do. The purpose is to produce knowledge.
With inspiration from the semistructured interview, it proved to be the interview method that
best suited this study. It is a research method that gives access to people's basic experience
of the living world. It is therefore the interviewer's own descriptions, his own experiences of
something particular. This kind of interview is conducted with an interview guide (Appendix
1) focusing on specific themes as well as suggestions for questions. This was helpful in
relation to the interview itself, where the aim was to obtain descriptions from the
interviewee's living world, from his or her perspective. This approach reminiscent of a daily
interview (Kvale and Brinkmann 2015, p. 49.), so it did not work so formally and gave a more
relaxed mood (Goodwin 2009).
Christoffersen (2010, p. 474) points out that, as a researcher, you have to relate to his
position, one has to think about himself in the context that you want to investigate. This is
why my position as an interviewer is not neutral either. I have searched through open
dialogue before the interview itself to minimize my influence in the interview situation. I tried
to occupy a position that made me the ignorant and informants of those who were experts in
their pregnancy.
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4.1 Finding participants
In the process of finding participants, I had to change the goal and approach several times to
find someone who could give me insight into my research topic.
In the process of searching for total strangers and being rejected, I realized that this topic is
not for everybody. For example: Some closes friends that are expecting their second child
wanted to help. They know my project, so it came as a shock when they said the project did
not have any interest for them and they would not try my prototype. When I reflect on this
specific situation, I think they might be afraid for saying something that they think could hurt
my feelings, because they know this a highly personal project. Although I have been good at
sharing my personal problems with my boyfriend through my pregnancy and parenting. I
actually have trouble sharing the problems with those friends that are closest to me. As you
would like everything to be perfect or at least to look perfect from the outside. This could also
be the reason why others do not want to share personal information, because they do not
want to be judged.
When my network rejected me, I tried to find strangers by approaching them at an event for
pregnant couples, with flyers in stores and by sitting in a waiting room at a private midwife
clinic. Over the course of this search, I realized that when I approach strangers like that, I put
them and myself in some vulnerable situations. For example, I approached a pregnant
woman in a store, and at first, she looked happy and wanted to help, but after a minute she
stopped me and told me she just lost her husband and walked away. In this situation, she
did not have a chance to consider if she wanted to participant or not, where if I led her come
to me, and she asked the questions she would have had a chance to consider if she would
like to participate or not.
I used a lot of time an energy on the recruitment process. When I finally thought that I had
found someone (they approach me after seeing the flyer at the stores), when I tried to make
an appointment, they did not have time for me. Fortunately, I was able to do some
observation when I was out, and the learning process of finding participants was valuable.
From the observation I did in the process of finding participants, I found it interesting to see
how different all the pregnant women looked, more specific their body positions, when they
walk, and how they walk together with their partner. Somewhere holding hands and other
where walking side by side or following each other. Everyone I observed in the waiting room
were there with their partner, and when I approached them as a couple 90% of the time, the
partner left the conversation, going around in the waiting room or leaving the room. This
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made the pregnant women take the decision about if they would participate or not. In all
cases they said that they would think about it and contact me if it had any interest. None of
them contacted me again. Only people who had seeing my flyer in stores contacted me on
email, but they never replied to my response. From this process of finding participants I
learned that finding participant takes time,
therefore it is also important to be specific to
who you want to participate so you know who
to approach and where.
Finally, I made an open request for parents
(rather than pregnant couples) on Facebook
and waited for potential participants to contact
me. One pregnant woman, 9 mothers who
were not currently pregnant, agreed to
participate in the study.
If I had to find participants again, I would have
tried to make it more interesting for the partner
to participate, and make the approach towards
them instead of the pregnant women.
Figure 117 - Add on Facebook

4.2 Before the conversations
Goodwin's practice methodology is the foundation for how I planned to conduct the
interviews. “Make it a conversation, not an interrogation.” (Goodwin, 2009) I wanted to know
the participants, understand their pregnancy, and their story through a conversational
atmosphere. Because it was not easy to find someone to participate, it helped when I was
sharing my story first and information about my research project so they could see the
desired outcome. It was not what I intended to begin with. At first I tried to avoid to give too
much information, and I made the participants tell their stories first. I had been hoping to
interview couples, but only the mothers had the time or wanted to participate. It therefore
became a one-on-one interview, with tools, prototypes and tangibles inspired by Brinkmann
and Kvale (2015). The tools gave me the opportunity to collect hidden feelings, and new
support, new theme to emerge.
The tool set consists of the previous prototype, emotions cards, relation mapping and body
mapping. Not all where comfortable with using the tools, especial the relation and body
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mapping, but all tried the wearable, and used the emotions card. In the interview guide the
use of the tools, emotions, relation and body mapping are explained, so the participant knew
them before hand, to give them a chance to reflect on them. I explained what a wearable
was with my previous project as an example.

I

Figure 120 - Previous prototype receiver belt

Figure 118 - tool set, emotion cards and mapping

Figure 19 - Previous prototype sensor belt

started the interviews by saying I am broadly interested in pregnancy and wearables, and I
explained what wearables are. In the first 2-3 interviews I tried different ways to open the
conversation to see what worked best for the participants. I did the same thing to work out
how much guiding I did in the interviews. I discovered that I find it more comfortable to
interview a stranger when I let the interviewee talk as much as possible, without too many
questions. Interviewing for me was a learning process; I used a lot of time to make an
interview guide and ended up not using it for the last interviews, which shows that I became
more comfortable with the interview process.

4.3 The mothers
Nadja, 26 years old. Mother of two, and both children were planned. The recording of this
interview failed due to technical reasons, so I only have my memory and some quick notes. I
tried to set up a new meeting with Nadja and sent her my notes to see if there was
something I was missing, but she never replied.
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Cecilie, 22 years old. First time mother. Cecilie found out she was pregnant, with her now
five-month old boy, when she started to get sick. She was on birth control, so it came as a
shock to her and her boyfriend when they found out she was pregnant. Cecilie had to stop
her studies because of her morning sickness and was sick for almost the entire pregnancy.
Josefine, 21 years old. First time mother. She and her eight-years older boyfriend wanted a
baby for some time. It took them five months to get pregnant, with their now eight-month old
girl. Josefine went on sick leave due to pelvic instability and had to lie in bed almost all nine
months.
Julie, 25 years old. Mother of three. Julie has been pregnant three years in a row, so there
are only 30 months between her oldest and youngest. The first pregnancy came out of a one
night stand. She met her current husband and father of the two youngest during her first
pregnancy. Three pregnancies have left their marks on her body, especially the last
pregnancy where she had to stay in bed almost all nine months, because of the risk of giving
birth too early and she had pelvic instability.
Trine, 33 years old. Mother of two. She and her three-years older husband have two planned
girls. The oldest child is four-years old and the youngest 12 weeks. Trine thinks she has
easy-going pregnancies but still thinks it is nine hard and long months.
Christina, 40 years old. Mother of two. She has chosen to be a mother alone, so her two
boys are donor children. It was not been an easy-going process for her, and it took some
time to get pregnant. Christina had pre-eclampsia in both her pregnancies. The last one was
hazardous, and she has now decided that she does not want more children.
Nellie, 36 years old. Mother of three and expecting her fourth child. She was 19 years old
when she became pregnant with her first child. She is now pregnant with her fourth child.
Nellie is the only one who was pregnant during the interviews. She was the last interview.
She and her now husband and father of all the children did not expect three of the four
pregnancies. Only her second child was hard to conceive and is made in a test tube. All the
children are boys, and she recently found out she is having a boy again.
The following three women sent me narratives based on the interview guide I sent them:
Louise, 28 years old. She has two children, born 21 months apart, a boy and a girl. Louise
has PCOS (Polycystic Ovary Syndrome), and her boyfriend has low sperm quality, which
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means they had help to conceive their first child and did not expect they could get pregnant
on their own, so her second pregnancy came as a shock.
Jannie, 24 years old. It took her and her two-years older husband five months to become
pregnant with their now nine-month old boy. When Jannie found out she was pregnant she
also found out that she had a chronic disease, where it is not the best idea to become
pregnant, because it can affect the development of the fetus, so they took a high risk.
Elisabeth, 26 years old. She and her boyfriend did not expect her pregnancy, with their now
eight-month old boy. Elisabeth loved being pregnant and was so happy, that her boyfriend
sometimes felt overlooked.

4.4 Reflection on the conversations
Reflecting on the interviews and the narratives, I am surprised how much personal
information the participants were willing to share with me, especially because it was hard to
find participants in the beginning, I did not expect that the participants were willing to share
personal information, such as intimate details from giving birth. I realise that the last three
conversations, with Trine, Christina, Nellie and the story from Louise were more open to
sharing personal details, and I found it easier to speak with them, because I did not know
them beforehand as I knew the others participants. I were also more open to share personal
details with them, such as deep thoughts about my boyfriend and my relationship. It is
difficult to know if this relates to them being strangers or because I changed my approach
and was more comfortable with the interview process. With the participants I knew
beforehand, there was some consensus in the conversation, where the participants used the
statement “as you know”. This consensus in the conversation, made it hard for me to make
the participants open up for what they think I knew about them, and maybe also why I was
holding personal detail back as well. It also made me think about if I can use the consensus
data in the analysis or only look at what they actually are telling me? Nevertheless, all the
interviews quickly became conversations and the participants and I could connect to the
similarity of our experience of being pregnant.
Overall, the conversations flow was shaped by the similarities that the participants and I
shared. I could see myself in all the interviews and narratives. The interview with Nellie, our
experience with the relationship to the father, was so similar that I ended up with some good
advice. Her husband has Postpartum Depression grounded in a birth disorder, from the
pregnancies, and I realised that my boyfriend has some of the same symptoms. I felt that I
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had built a bond with the mothers, going from meeting with a handshake to saying goodbye
with a hug. Being a mother and have experienced pregnancy, is almost like a little
community. As in the interview with Nellie, we helped each other, by giving advice without
judging each other. The shared experience of pregnancy and being a mother made me bond
with the participants, which made me confident to cross some physical boundaries, I
normally would not do with strangers, for example hug a stranger or cry in front for them.
I felt that the shared experience of pregnancy made us show our hidden feelings for each
other, that I normally would keep hidden for strangers. The wearable and emotions a way to
express those feelings too, and made us come to a shared understanding.
As discussed above, I find it easier when I used my personal experience of pregnancy
instead of questions to make the participants tell their own stories. By doing this they could
for example say “I also experience that” or “my experience was different” and then explaining
their experience. It was a good way to open the conversation, especially when I tried to
understand their hidden feelings, such as fear. I used the tools, to get a more in-depth or
new understanding of experience of pregnancy different from my own. In all interviews, the
semi-structured interview worked well, and the tools seemed to encourage them to share
more personal insights from their experience of pregnancy.
All the interviews were voice-recorded and transcribed except Nadja’s, which was the only
video-recorded, but the recording did not work. All conversations were undertaken in Danish,
and I translated only the parts used in the analyses into English. In the following section, I
provide my analysis of the interviews, and the emerging themes, which inspired my
prototyping process, which is describe in chapter 5.
Ethical reflections
Ethics is about treating each other with the utmost respect. Thus ethical positions should be
taken in any relationship between people. This means that, as a researcher, they treat their
informants as a subject and not as an object (Christensen 2014, p. 238).
I have been very conscious and aware of this in my process, including meeting the
informants with respect and equity, rather than seeing them as tools in my process. Thus, I
also chose the semi-structured qualitative research interview (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2015),
as this interview form best suited the informants.
I emphasized that the informants should only respond to what they wanted the process to be
100% anonymous, that the knowledge I was transferred would be treated with respect and
kept securely with the consent of the participants. I also advised the informants that the aim
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of the study was not to judge them or anyone else, but to become more aware of pregnancy
and being pregnant. Therefore, from the outset, I was also open to what this study was
about.

4.5 Emerging Themes
To find emerging themes, Charmaz (2006) advises an inductive approach to grounded
theory. Depending on how much the researcher wants to go into the topic, some might code
paragraph by paragraph, incident by incident, line by line or word by word. I did incident by
incident coding and for the narrative tried to out line by line coding. Incident by incident
coding worked best, because the participants often needed more than one line for
expressing their standpoints. The codes varied in size from one line to several lines, but they
are all self-explaining.
When naming the codes, Charmaz suggested coding on the action. That means the code
includes noun forms of verbs, i.e., revealing, defining, feeling, or wanting, which allows the
researcher to see processes and connections between codes. (Charmaz, 2006). As the
interviews focus on pregnancy, I took her to advise most of the time, and a lot of times I
found it better only coding with one word. One code says "concerns that affect the body",
and another only says "body" or "concerns". When the participants talk more broadly, I used
one word, and when it came more in depth, I made the codes more descriptive.
Charmaz (Charmaz, 2006) suggests, first do an initial coding, as I describe above, then
move to more focused coding. I used the focus coding to find the emerging themes which
she calls empirical categories. The second coding consists of selecting the most frequent
and significant codes, sorted, systematised and grouped under the banner of new codes to
develop empirical-categories that best explain or interpret the phenomenon.
In the following sections is the 5 themes, and some underlying themes there emerged from
the coding describe, staring whit How side effects of pregnancy affect everyday life. This
theme is not only focusing on how side effect, affect the everyday life for the pregnant
women, but also in context to the partner and friends. Followed by the theme, the difficulties
of being on the sideline, fear in different form, the boily experience of pregnancy and at least
hidden feelings. These themes is also appeared in my own experience of pregnancy.
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How side effects of pregnancy affect everyday life
In the process of coding, I find that side effects were a prominent theme in all the interviews
and narratives. Especially vomiting and nausea were something all the mothers had in
common, some more than others. Knowing that nausea is a common side effect of
pregnancy I was not aware of that it could affect the every life so much that the participants
had to go on sick leave because of their side effect.
Nellie: "nausea it simply overshadowed me, I sat down every evening and wept into my
dinner because I could not grasp how I could get the rice into my mouth because it was just
so disgusting."
Cecilie: "I had bags with me everywhere. No matter where I was, I threw up, and it became
part of my everyday life. I was in town with my friend one day, and I got a milkshake, and it
was good I had a bag. It is very transboundary."
Food was tricking the nausea in both cases, but what is different between these two is, that
Cecilie had the support from her boyfriend. Cecilie’s boyfriend suddenly took over and
cooked dinner and was trying to help her eat something. Where Nellie’s husband was
avoiding the fact she was pregnant. Every time a symptom from her pregnancy appeared,
Nellie’s husband is reminded with the fact that they soon will be one more in the family, a
fact he had difficult to accept. Nellie’s side effects do not only affect her physically, but also
emotionally. When her husband is near her she would have to hide the fact that is feel sick
because of her pregnancy, which she something had difficult with. But because it was her
fourth pregnancy, she had found a way to cope with the symptoms and accepted that the
pregnancy is her own project in the family.
Bodily sickness
In both cases above, nausea affected their lifestyle so much that they went on sick-leave
early in their pregnancy. Another side effect that changed the everyday life and had to come
on sick-leave was pelvic instability.
Josefine: "With pelvic instability, you cannot walk, you cannot sit, I could do nothing. I could
only sit down for 5 minutes, so I got up and walked around. And in the last ten weeks,
nausea and vomiting came back and I got heartburn too!"
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Julie has a similar experience: "the second pregnancy I got pelvic instability and also last
pregnancy it was just hell to get through it. As if your entire abdomen, pelvis and hips are
loose in a way, it shakes a bit, and the bones are not properly fixed, it hurts and hurts. It has
affected me afterwards too ; I still have problems with my hips and my back if I walk too
much or lift anything wrongly."
In both cases they had the support from their partner. The partner was good to tell them not
to move too much and they took over the domestic duties in the home. When the symptoms
first appeared their partners were sceptic, but when the symptoms kept coming and the
doctor advised them to go on sick leave, they did not question their pain. Their partner took
the responsibility, to being the other half of the pregnancy, without any question.
Social consequences (keep or leave?)
60% of my participants went on sick-leave. The participants often heard that they used their
pregnancy as an excuse to be home. Others around the pregnant women such as close
friends there have not experienced pregnancy by themself, did not believe that you can be
that sick when you are pregnant, and therefore cannot empathise with the pregnant women.
Julie has been judging another pregnant woman that went went on sick leave grounded in
her side effects, and she did it because her first pregnancy was so easy, she did not believe
her friend. But when she got pelvic instability herself, she realised that the pain was real. "...
but when I got pelvic instability, I thought okay if she had a bad time, I could understand her;
I thought it was a lot of pain, and I thought it was terrible to be pregnant".
I think this is a great example of how difficult it can be to relate to someone's experience,
without having the experience yourself. When Julie tried to experience the pain herself she
could now empathise with her friend.
Josefine found that a lot of people around her were judging her and did not believe her
"Many think you use it as an excuse to go on sick-leave and there was a person who was a
bit judgmental, and we would rather not talk anymore, so she chose that, and I have also
accepted that". Josefine lost a friend because of her pregnancy. Her friend is in another
place in her life, and can not relate to her decision to become pregnant at the age of 20.
Empathising with partner
At the end of each interview, I asked the participants if there was one thing they could take
away from their body during pregnancy and give to some else, so they better could
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understand them, what that would that be? I wanted to know if there was a thing related to
their experience of pregnancy where they needed others to understand them.
In almost all cases they pointed towards side effects such as vomiting and pelvic instability.
But they do not want to incur their partner that discomfort. Cecilie: “nausea, it filled a lot, but
also because it took so long, but I do not want my boyfriend to have it, it would be a pity for
him. She does not think he should experience the first 20 weeks of her pregnancy, but he
would like to experience the rest although he would rather not give birth”
In Cecilie’s case she had the support from her boyfriend, and she acknowledged it, so she
did not need him to empathise with her. She just wanted to be free of the side effects, and
make him experience what she thinks is the great things of being pregnant, such as the
experience of a baby kicking in the womb. For Cecilie, she did not think there was a need in
their relationship to have a better understanding of the experience of being pregnant, but she
would like to see his reaction in some situations, but more for fun rather than the need for
empathy.

The difficulties of being on the sideline
In all the themes I can see some connections to this theme of being on the sideline towards
a pregnant woman. Unfortunately, I did not have the chance to hear the story from a person
on the sideline, but only the woman's interpretation of how their experience with their partner
was, where they try to put themselves in the man's place. When I started this study, I first
thought that it would only be difficult for the partner to have empathy, as in my own
experience, but as noted above with the story from Josefine, friends can have difficulties as
well.
Nellie: "I have a friend who does not want to be friends with us anymore because we
conceived child number 4. With the story and experience that my husband has had a birth
disorder with child number 3, she thinks it is completely brainless to have a child number 4.
So even though it's not a decision that affects her, she does not want to have anything to do
with us, it simply seems so stupid."
Her friend was only considering Nellie’s husband side, even though her friends have kids
herself. Nellie’s friend could simply not understand the fact Nellie and her husband did not
agree on the decision, to have number 4. It was only Nellie’s decision to continue the fourth
pregnancy. Nellie could not live with the fact of killing a healthy baby, just because it did not
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fit in their life right now. She knew that keeping the baby could mean losing the relationship
with her husband. It already cost the relationship of her friend, but Nellie knew already from
when the two red lines on the pregnancy test appeared that she would have the baby no
matter what the cost would be. She is just so happy that everyone one near her, could think
whatever they like to. It seems that she did not need anybody to understand her decision,
because she knew she could come though the pregnancy by herself.
At the beginning of the conversation with Nellie, the experience with her friend and her
husband did not seem to affect Nellie significantly, but towards the end of the conversation,
she admitted that it was a facade. Nellie wants to standout as the power woman that can do
everything by herself, but she is actually unsure of herself and sometimes thinks she is not
good enough. Nellie: "I feel unclear if I'm good enough, if I were another woman, would he
be more interested in me or my pregnancy?."
This was a completely new side of Nellie. The vulnerable Nellie that needed her husband to
empathise with her. She realised she needed him when she was reflecting about their
relationship in our conversation, by using the emotions cards and trying my previous
prototype. She suddenly became conscious about, when she showed her vulnerable side to
her husband, he started to be more caring about her and her pregnancy. Nellie thinks that it
must be difficult sometime to be beside her, when she stand out like the power woman that
does not need anybody. And Nellie came to the conclusion that she needed to be more
vulnerable and more feminine in her behaviour, to give her husband a chance to be the man
and empathise with her during her pregnancy.
Nellie: “it made me feel I might have to try to see if I can change my strategy and try and
play a little bit to make him into the man. (...) so he also feels some value that he is the
father and he is the man. It must be difficult if I appear, both as the mother and the man.”
In Nellie’s case I had the feeling in the beginning of the conversation, that her husband was
avoid being involved in her pregnancy, because it could trigger some feeling in him related to
his previous birth disorder. But at the end I was thinking that it might be because he did not
feel needed. Looking back with the situation with Nellie and her husbands friend, it might
also be why her friend took Nellies husbands side. He might be more vulnerable than Nellie,
and therefore their friend could better relate to him. This is the feeling I have after looking at
the data, from Nellie’s point of view, and it might be different if I have spoken with her
husband.
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The partner wants to understand
In Nellie's case, her husband was avoiding being involved in her pregnancy, but in the other
interview and narratives, the partners want to be a part of their pregnancy and try to
understand. It might also be the case for Nellie’s husband, maybe he wants to understand
Nellie’s pregnancy, but Nellie's is just not allowing him to do so, but is difficult to know.
It just not always easy for both partners to find a way, to make the other partner involved in
something the partner can not experience by himself. The partner has to understand
something new from the pregnant woman's view. And when the mothers just have difficulty
explaining their experience, it can be hard for the partner to feel involved. So even though
the partner wants to understand what it is like to be pregnant, there are some biological
boundaries, in the fact that men can not experience pregnancy in the same way as a
women.
Elisabeth: "I wish Anders could build a bond with his son, just as I could. We shared our
heartbeat, breathing. Everything. Anders sometimes felt outside and a little overlooked, so I
would have given him the joy of wearing a life we have created.”
Cecilie: " My boyfriend thinks it was cheating that I could feel our baby all the time and he
could not. Every time the baby kicked, I shouted after him, and he ran through the
apartment."
In both cases they think that a wearable such as the prototype from my previous study would
be something that their boyfriends would love to try. They both do not mean it was a need,
because their partner was good at understanding and empathising with them being
pregnant, even though it somethings was difficult to explain their feelings during their
pregnancy. For the mothers the previous prototype, was more a way for them, to help
express their feelings. The mothers were reminded of the felt experience of how it felt like
when a baby was kicking inside the womb, and thereby better could express the feelings
connected to that experience.
On the other hand, Nellie believes that a wearable such as my previous prototype might help
her and her husband bond in her pregnancy and maybe he would be more interested in her
pregnancy. It would have been great to test this scenery with pregnant couples, and I also
asked Nellie in our conversation if she would ask her husband to try it on with her while she
still is pregnant. She said she would ask and write me if he wanted to try the prototype, but I
never heard from her.
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Only having the view from the sideline by third person’s perspective, makes it difficult to
understand what it would have been like, if I have heard the partners point of view from first
person’s perspective. It might be completely different, but I still see the difficulty to be on the
sideline, to somebody that experiences something they never could experience in the same
way. And in these situations a wearable could be a way to accommodate the difficulties in
an experience such as pregnancy, as a way of making them come to a shared
understanding.

Fear in different forms
Throughout the interviews, I noticed all the participants had something they were afraid of or
worried about in their pregnancy. Looking at my own experience from the narrative I also
had some concerns for the health of my baby, and was afraid of losing my baby. It was
something that filled a lot in my head, which you could not see from my outside appearance.
In conversation, the mothers I asked if there was something they were afraid of during their
pregnancy, and at first the first time mothers replayed that they had some concerns about
the health of the baby in the beginning of their pregnancy. That is also what the other
mothers remembered for their first pregnancy. But the mothers that have been pregnant
multiple times before were more concerned of whether it was the right choice to have one
more child.
Nadja: "I was so afraid we had left a too short gap between them. I was afraid not to have
time for my big boy and afraid to have to be hospitalised again in neonatal, and this would be
without him. I became very worried about giving birth too early as I did the first time."
Love and fear
The fear was building on previous experiences and stories from others. Those that were
afraid of losing a child had known of others who experienced the loss of a child.
Nellie had experiences of miscarriage of three children, but she is still more concerned about
her husband, and she beautifully said: “ There will be a lot of fear, but there is also a lot of
love and with love you get the fear. You just have no idea what kind of immense love you are
going to experience once the baby arrives”. I think she is right about that; we do a lot for the
people we love and are often worried about them and would not cause them any harm.
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The main difference is how they dealt with the concerns. Cecilie for example wanted to
spare her boyfriend with the concern and was going to the doctor alone, where others
wanted to shared the fear with their partner for support and understanding.
Sharing the fear
Cecilie: "I think it filled a lot at the beginning, but it was because I was thinking about my fear
and I was wondering if I had to tell Emil because maybe he would also be worried and it
mean that he should be scared."
Cecilie did not share her fear, with family or friends but she told her doctor about it, which
helped deal with the concerns. For her it help to have professional advise on how to deal
with her fears. On the other hand, Trine, reached out to others on the social media, after
reading things online from professionals.
Trine: "so I entered a group on Facebook, called the term 2018 February, I wrote what my
situation was and others who had been through it wrote there, it was beneficial to hear from
people who have been through it. It was what I needed to hear. They told me that it was an
uncomfortable experience and that helped me a lot because I thought the worse in my
head.”
Trine needed someone to talk to that had been in the same situation as her, but at first she
was reaching towards her husband for support, but when he told her not to be concerned or
afraid, she felt that he did not understand, that she actually was scared that she did not knew
what to do. Similarly, Nadja felt that she needed to talk about her fear all the time, to get it
out of her head. She could not go with the feelings alone, and simply just needed someone
that would listen.
Nadja: "I felt a little lonely at some points, that was because it was a bit difficult for many to
understand my concern about the baby coming on time or not, and of course, she came on
time. It was as if I was not listening to when I said I was afraid to give birth too early and that
was good I listened to myself because it was about to go wrong but I felt very lonely."

The bodily experience of pregnancy
My aim was to understand other people’s experience of pregnancy that would enhance the
outcome. The experience of being pregnant is a bodily experience, therefore I tried
throughout the interviews, to understand their feelings in context to their body. I tried to make
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the participants talk and show how they felt in their pregnancy with their changing bodies, in
order to understand how to embody the outcome in a wearable, that would evokes these
feelings in others.
Louise: "When I'm concerned, it's in the forehead like a worrying headache."
Cecilie: "I get such a sore stomach when I'm worried, so I just keep quiet. I could curl up to
the point where my stomach would be mashed together. I connected all my feelings to my
stomach."
Louise only wrote me a narrative, so I could imagine how that feels, where with Cecilie, I
tried to make her show it, so I could try to replicate her, to better understand how it feels.
Cecilie was good to use her body to show me some of her feelings, but when it came to the
experience of a baby kicking in a womb, she had a hard time explaining, which also is the
first example in the next theme. I found it more comfortable with the mothers I know before
to show and sometimes touch each other to learn how they felt, where with strangers it was
more transboundary to begin with, but where also more open to explain intimate
experiences.
Nellie: "I have got a thing called colonoscopy, where the wall in the inner vagina is like the
sown together, so every time I get pregnant afterwards, some of my abdomens is falling off.
So in my second pregnancy I was given a small ring to put up to put in my womb to try and
keep it as intact as possible."
In the situation with Nellie, I only used my imagination of how that feels like, also because of
it being a more intimate place on the body. While talking about this intimate experience, she
used her hands to explain what it was like, which gave me a better understanding of for
example the size of the ring that is used.
It was not comfortable for every participant to talk or show how they felt, and they had a hard
time explaining their feelings. When they could not find words I introduced the tools, which
will be further explained in the next theme.
The strange feeling
Nadja: "This is both amazement about the things that happen to the body, there are some
strange things but also disgusting things."
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Trine: "I think it was strange the first time, not so much the second time because you knew
something like what you were going for, but the first time, I thought it was bizarre. The
breasts suddenly became big, and you had to change your bra size. The stomach got big
and what does it look like afterwards and people next to it say it is normal. I think that
surprised me most, that the body changes as much as it does."
In both cases they used the word strange, and it is maybe the best word to describe the
bodily experience of pregnancy. After the questions above, I introduced the emotions cards
for them. Now they had other words to describe their feelings, such as for example love,
bubbled sensation, heated and not be able to breathe probably. It was first when they tried
my previous prototype they came close to define why the feeling was strange. Both of them
and actually also a couple more of the mothers pointed towards the control they suddenly
did not have over their own body, which was hard for some of them to accept and embrace
during their pregnancy. The control over not having their body to them self, and could not do
anything about it. They had to compromise with themself and find ways to do so. The feeling
of not having room to breathe probably was some of the hardest for the participants to
expect.

Figure 21 - emotion cards in action

Josefine: "I have received a lot of respect for my body after I gave birth and after my
pregnancy. What grows with a human being, from size from a little birch to a child, it's so
wild; I'm so impressed with my own body. It is also strange that there is a child in the
stomach and you can see a foot suddenly."
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Josefine also describes her experience as strange, but she embraced the change, which is
not easy for everybody. Especially Jannie, Trine and Julie had a difficult time with their body
changing during pregnancy and afterwards. They thought about what their partner was
thinking, even though their partner embraced their changing bodies, and was proved of their
pregnancy, the mother could not embrace the fact that she did not have control over their
own body during pregnancy.

Hidden Feelings
When I shared some personal details about my pregnancy, the participants were open for
sharing. They could say I experienced the same or explaining their own experiences.
Somewhere better to tell than others, so when they had a hard time explaining I introduced a
tool. For example in Cecilie's interview, where she tries to explain how it felt when her baby
was kicking during pregnancy.
Before the tools:
"I think it's hard to describe because it just feels like bubbles or yes like a baby in the
stomach."
She assumed that her experience of a baby kicking inside the womb, was the same as mine.
So she thought is was enough for me to understand what it was like, just by saying it is like
a baby kicking in the stomach. It gave some association to my own experience, but when I
introduced the card, it came clear that it was not the same for me as
for her.
After the cards:
"It hurt in my stomach, also happy, and surprised. I was also
exhausted during pregnancy, although I did not think it hurt so badly,
it could also be a bit of stress, but I did not feel bad for it through my
pregnancy."
Cecilie suddenly had more words to describe her experience and
feelings. For her it hurt sometimes when her baby was kicking, but

Figure 22 - emotion card
"bobles"

not that she could not do what she wanted to do during her
pregnancy. Where for me, it was some kind of relief knowing that my baby was a live.
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After belt:
"like happiness, but I will love it again to feel it again. It is also a warm feeling and surprising.
This one also bubbles, maybe a little more like this with a pan that bubbled."
Now she used some different words to describe the felt experience of a baby kicking inside
the womb during pregnancy. The wearable reminds her of all the love she shared with her
boyfriend. She had suddenly forgotten that is also hurts, and sometimes was stressful. She
say it was like when she first experienced life of her baby in the week 20. The emotion cards
on the other hand reminded her of the end of her pregnancy, which was what she last
remembered, of her pregnancy.
Cecilie was one of the participants where I tried
to make her draw her feelings. In my attempts it
was not a success. I was holding the pen and
tried to draw what they said, where I think I laid it
up to the participants, but they just never took
the pen.

Drawing:

Figure 23 - Drawing from participant

"the vomiting sat in the throat and the other
feelings they were just around the entire stomach."
I do not think the drawing helped me understand Cecilies feelings better than I did before the
drawing. In the theme above she is saying almost the same, and actually with more
explanation. Therefore I also dropped the idea of the drawing after the first three interviews.
In Cecilies case, she could now find words to describe her feelings, and she said "I think it's
nice they are here, I think it's hard to describe because you're both happy and it's a nice
feeling and a loving feeling. I think my boyfriend could better understand me if I could show
how I felt, instead of just telling him about it."
In the first theme Cecilie hid the fact that she was concerned about the health of her baby
from her boyfriend, on purpose. In this theme she is not hiding her feelings as before, she
just does not have words for them, before I introduced the tools.
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Emotions cards
It was very different how the participants reacted to the tools. Nellie
used all the cards; she was reminded of new feelings when she saw
the cards. Where Julie only used one card per pregnancy. A lot of
the quotes from this analysis is in many cases something the
participants said after they saw the cards or tried the prototype. For
example, the quote above where Nadja said she felt alone, it came
from the picture of a lonely chair in the dark.
Figure 24 - emotion
card "alone"

Almost the whole interview with Nellie was built on the emotions
cards. She used every card, and for each card, I felt that she showed a little bit more of the
vulnerable side, instead of the power woman she appears to be in the beginning for our
conversation.
The previous prototype test
During the interview, we did not focus that much on how the kicking of a baby inside the
womb felt like, but after the participants tried the belt, they opened up for the feeling and
were reminded of how it felt like, and all the feelings connected to that feeling during their
pregnancy.
When Christina tries the previous prototype:
Christina: "you're going to miss it too because it stops, bum, the baby is over, but it's a little
cosy to feel, but at the same time you get a little worried, oh no when did I last noticed him? I
did not feel him kick for 6 hours, so I have been out drinking a little water and out and hoping
for a little and getting started now is something wrong, that's the concern I do not miss."
In Christinas case she suddenly opened up to the fact that she was concerned for the baby’s
health, which she did not say anything about, when I asked if she was afraid of something
during pregnancy. And she keeps talking about it, also after the use of the wearable. I had
the feeling that it actually felt a lot, and maybe was controlling her, during her pregnancy.
The main difference from the others mothers, is that she did not have a partner to share her
feelings with, but she still needed someone to understand and listen to her.
Julie on the other hand was more focused on if it were the same feeling and experience of
pregnancy when she tried the prototype.
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Julie: “ It's a bit like being pregnant (laughing) I seriously think if I was pregnant now I would
not feel a difference if it was my own child who kicked or this one”
The only thing that was missing for Julie, was the weight from having a big stomach. Julie
had experienced three pregnancy in the last three years, but in the last pregnancy she gave
birth too early to really feel the kicking, just like she did in her first two pregnancies. She
compared the prototype with the last experienced pregnancy, so for her it was like being
pregnant. The conversation with Julie was different than the others, we know each other
from school, so she assumed that I was knew what she talked about. In the whole
conversation she used “as you know” about everything and never really opened up for her
feelings and thoughts. I had to guess what she meant by “like being pregnant” and I am
actually not sure what it was like for her.
Question evolved for me in the analysing process:
How to make others experience pregnancy?
How to make others experience the side effects from pregnancies?
Would anybody dare to try it?
What if the wearable was a game?
How can a wearable be a way to accommodate the difficulties in an experience such as
pregnancy, as a way for making two people come to a shared understanding of the
experience?
How can a wearable make others experience the love and fear; there comes with
pregnancy?
How to evoke empathy in pregnancy?
How to make others experience hidden feelings from another person?

The findings from themes formed the prototyping process in this thesis, which is described in
the next chapter.
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5

Experience Prototypes

In chapter 3, I outlined the perspective on prototypes in this thesis. The experience
prototypes was made after the interview, to generate new knowledge of the experience of
pregnancy and empathy. The prototypes inspired by Mattelmaki view on empathy probes
(Mattelmaki 2002) where the idea is to investigate the context and personal perspective of
users and generate new understandings based on user participation by means of selfdocumentation. Empathy probes (Mattelmaki 2002) combing the probes approach with
interviews and make-tools, where I was trying to empathise with the participants during the
interviews, and from that probing as a making tool to explore the questions and ideas there
involved from the interviews and the research question: How can a wearable provoke
questions around empathy?
My aim was to see how others react to the experience of pregnancy. Would they think more
about what it is like to be pregnant than they would have before? What is the wearer's
perspective based on their experience?
In this thesis, the probing did not involve any self-documentation, but I took pictures of the
wearers testing the prototypes instead. The process enabled me to explore the interaction of
the wearer and the prototypes, which made me understand the difference from when a man
was wearing it compared to when a woman tries the prototype on. I also noted the difference
from somebody that has experienced pregnancy, or has a close connection to the hands or
experience pregnancy themself, compared to someone that has never touched a pregnant
woman before.

5.1 The wearers
The testing of the prototypes happened after the process of making them, in the moment of
all the prototypes was finished. The wearers are friends and family, that had time to test a
the given moment. Two fathers, two men that never have been in physical contact with a
pregnant woman before, one mother, one couple and women that have experience
pregnancy on close hands, but have not experience pregnancy by them self. The approach
for testing is inspired by (Koskinen 2008) laboratory way of doing research, as the wearers
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mainly were interacting with the prototypes alone. The prototypes were testing where there
were made, in my own home and the SDU workshop at Pakhuset in Kolding.

5.2 The Prototypes
Interviews were inspiration for the prototypes, and the theme where I find most inspiration,
were the bodily experience of pregnancy and how side effect affects everyday life. Before
the tests with the wearer I tried the prototypes on myself, which I did continuously in the
design process, to explore the materials in addition to the body. For example where to put
velcro and should they be elasticated so it hopefully could fit a lot of body types different
from my own.

The Empathy Belly
The participants in the interview expressed that not having control over their changing body,
where what they had difficult to accept. The weight from the baby, and flute, that often
appears in a big belly. The main idea with this prototype was to make others experience the
change that happen to the body during pregnancy. The big belly is what we bond with being
pregnant, and as some of the participants, is also the belly where they keep all their feeling
towards during pregnant.

Figure 25, 26, 27, 28 - The empathy belly

I was inspired by my baby sling (a long piece of fabric), where I carry my son everyday back
and front to childcare, because I think the weight is distributed in a comfortable way and you
can change how to put it on, and still have the same functions of carrying something heavy,
and be reminded about the big belly I had during my pregnancy. The weight comes from two
sandbags, with 2.5 kg sand in each. I also tried increasing the weight with a water bag, so
the wearer could feel the change by the the weight. In addition to that I also made the wearer
put in an egg, they should carry it by using the prototype, to symbolize the baby in the hope
evoke some emotions towards the egg (baby).
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Through the user testing, I discovered that the prototype (figure 25-28) that the wearer
needed instructing to put the prototype on, even though is should invite them to experiment
with it. The only thing they were told that they had to find was a way for carrying the
sandbags, water bag and the eg, but I had to show or help them find a way to do so.
The main difference in the experience of the prototype, was if the wearer was used to
carrying heavy stuff on a daily basis compared with not being used to going round and
carrying something heavy, as two of the wearers were firefighters.
They did not think it was heavy at all, where the others first reaction was that it was heavy
walking around with it. Two of the wearers felt a need for sitting down, while testing, for
compreside for the weight. When the water bags were added, and the weight was
increasing, the wearers startet to be more careful, because they were afraid to be wet if the
water broke, and did not feel the weight that much. The water made it feel more like a belly,
and one of the wearers were grabbing around it and compared the feeling to grabbing his
own belly, and felt the water was a part of his belly. They suddenly moved focus towards the
water and 75% of the wearers did not like having the water and were quickly taking it out,
because they were afraid that the water would brake while moving with the water. One of the
wearers like the weather, thought it felt more like his own belly. When the wearers then
placed the egg, they again moved focus towards the egg, and forgot about the weight. The
main difference when adding the egg, was that some only thought about the egg in the
moment of placing the egg. Where others were thinking about it as long it was there, and
were looking after it, when they had tried new positions as rising the toes.
After some minutes the wearers got used to having the prototype on, especially the men
were quickly getting used to having it on, walking around like they did before having it on.
Where the women started to question what it is like to be pregnant and the mother there was
trying it on, she starting to remember some situation from her pregnancy, where it felt
constrained of having a big belly, and tried to see if she could get her shoes on. Even though
they say the got used to wearing it, the reaction from when they took it of again, was
priceless. One of the men said “Oh that was nice! Now I can move again.” though he just
said he did not feel constrained from having the prototype on.
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Pelvic Instability Belt
60% of the participants where on sick leave because of side effects, and it not only affected
the participants, but also the relationship to their partner and others. Some of the participants
had experience that others had a difficult time understanding that their side effect of
pregnancy, made the participants so sick that they had to be home. I wanted to explore what
happens when others experience a side effect from pregnancy, would they have a different
understanding of pregnancy afterwards, or would it not make any differences?
To begin with, I think about making others feel what it is like to have nausea a whole day, but
I quickly came with the conclusion that it would be difficult to make others try it on.
I have not experienced Pelvic Instability myself, but my mother and sister have it, and are
still affect of it today, so I knew what happens to the body and that it hurts. I got the idea to
make at belt to put on the hips, with weight and some hard buds to make a pressure on the
places where the bones are moving apart when having pelvic instability. I made the part
moveable so they could be adjusted to fit different body types. The aim with this prototypes
was to make others understand what can happen with the pelvic instability during
pregnancy, and see if they would have some problems with walking as the participants had
in their pregnancy. I also wanted to understand the feeling myself, and to explore if it was
possible to make something that could simulate the pain of pelvic instability. And what
happens when a man experiences the pain compared to women, is there a difference?
Would the wearer think different about what it is like to be pregnant after wearing the
prototype?

Figure 29, 30, 31, 32 - Pelvic instability belt

While making the belt, I tested on my mother and sister, they could tell me if they could
associate with the feeling of pelvic instability. For them it was hard to explain, the feeling, but
when they tried on the prototype, they could suddenly say, more about the feeling. Pointing
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to the place on the body and adjusting the belt, to simulate the feeling. My mother and sister
think it will be impossible to make something that would give the exact feeling of pelvic
instability but think the prototype is a great way to show how difficult it can be walking while
having pelvic instability.
To begin with I told the wearer that the prototype should be placed around the hip, but they
could adjust the weight bags and pressure bags, and how tight the belt should be. I found
that the wearer had difficulties with putting the prototype on by them self, so I ended up
helping them and making it tight, so they could feel the pressure bags, they had placed on
the belt with weight bags. The wearers tried moving the bags around the belt, to see if it
changed anything of the experience by the prototype.
When I tested the prototype with the wearers, I noticed that the men did not feel any
difference. For the men it was like having a belt on, and they compared it with a tool belt and
did not had difficult with walking. Where on the other hand the women, felt the pressure and
started to feel a pain while walking. Only one man considered it might make a difference if
he had it on for a longer time, and walking around with it a whole day. One of the fathers
thought is was nice having on, and did actually walk around with for half an hour, while
cleaning. The main difference was between women and men, where the women did not like
having it on, and where relied while taking it off. They also start to walk different trying to
compromise for the pain.
With some of the wearers they did not take the first prototype off before after trying the next
prototype, so they actually had the three first prototypes on at the same time. When they did
that, the move focus as with the empathy belly, towards to new feeling, and forgetting about
the first.

The Pressure Belt
During the interviews, I understood that not having control over the body, was something the
participant had difficulty with accepting during their pregnancy. For example not be able to
breathe probably is something that you might take for granted. The idea what this prototype
was to explore what happen if the prototype took the control over their ability to breath
probably.
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I used the same technique from the Pelvic Instability Belt, so the wearer was able to adjust
the tightness of the belt, with velcro and elastics. Again I used some hard to make the
pressure, made it moveable so the wearer could adjust to fit their bodies.

Figure 33, 34, 35, 36 - Pressure belt

With this prototype the wearers needed help for the begining to put it on, and also with
tightening it, to feel a pressure. They were not needed for changing position of the pressure
buds for the wearers to feel the effect of the prototype. With this prototype there was no
significant difference between the reaction for the wearers, as the experience with the other
two prototypes. They all said they had difficulty with breathing probably, and when they tried
they either could not do it or the prototype fell off while trying. The main difference was with
the two firefighters, they are used to control their breathing while smoke diverging, so they
were able to have the prototype on for longer, than the others (more than one minute). The
two men that work as firefighters got used to having the prototype on by adjusting their
breathing, but they still felt a big relief as the rest of the wearers when taking it off.
All the user tests were done in the same order, as listed her. Starting with putting on the
empathy belly, then the pelvic instability belt. 75% of the wearers were trying all three
prototypes on at the same time, so when they had the pressure belt on, they also had the
empathy belly and pelvic instability on. For the 75% they moved focus towards the new
feeling and almost forgetting about the first two experiences.
The pressure belt had the biggest impact on the wearers, they started to think about the
control the suddenly did not have over their breath. The wearer felt it was hard to be physical
with it on, as if you have been running for a longer time, and not be able to breath.
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I realised that the wearers that have been close to a pregnant women (sister and close
friends) and where intereserest in pregnancy, where more likely to take the perspective of a
pregnant women, while trying the prototypes on. They asked me question about my
pregnancy and reflecting on the feelings that the prototypes evolved. “I have always thought
when I saw a pregnant women in the streets that it was the happiest experience in life, but
now I understand way she walk different and it maybe not always only happiness”
The women in the user test, showed empathy towards a pregnant women. She said “I will
think about this experience next time a see a pregnant women”

Previous prototype
The last thing I did with the wearers was spontaneous at first, and then i thought to make
them try my previous prototype, to see if the prototype could evoke hidden feelings, as when
I tested it on mothers during the interviews and previous tests. And what is the difference
between the previous prototype compared with the prototypes I made in this thesis
process.?

Figure 37, 38, 39 - Previous prototype - receiver belt

Only half of the wearers tried the previous prototype on, because at first I did not think about
testing it again, but one of the wearer became interested in the project, and asked a lot of
questions, so I thought it was easier to show her the prototype and make her try it on.
The first reaction from the wearer was that it felt strange and a chock. After 1 minute, they
said is was a tickling sensations. The reactions from the wearers was almost the same,
laughing and did not know how to describe the feeling to begin with. They were just keeping
saying “this is strange” “I do not know what to say”
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This spontaneous test with the wearers made go toward the original idea to make man feel
something they biological can experience, in the form of the movement from the baby inside
the womb and the connecting between two people.

5.3 The New Knowledge
The prototypes were a way for me to gain a new understanding in relation to questions that
emerged from the themes in interviews. The exploration with the prototypes made me
understand that when somebody was wearing them, their personal experience made the
effect of the experience of the prototypes.
For example with the firefighters, they are used to having a lot of equipment on everyday, so
the increasing weight from my prototypes was nothing compared to what they are used to,
and therefore it did not evoke the same feelings as in the other wearers. Without the
personal experience and the interaction with them enabled me to gain new knowledge.
The interaction with the prototypes and the knowledge from the theory, made me think about
different scenarios, which also shaped the iterations process. I felt that I was missing
something, I understand that with these prototypes I was evoking the empathy as in the
simulation theories, and was missing the face-to-face interaction towards the pregnant
women, the prototypes were designed to having empathy for.
The wearers had to use their imagination to have empathy for a pregnant women, which only
the women wearers and the father was able to do, during the user test.
I started to think if there would have made a difference if a pregnant woman was present
during the user test. Would the face-to-face interaction with a pregnant woman have made
any difference?
With that in mind, I was going a little towards the original idea behind the previous prototype,
which was connecting two people. I wanted to explore empathy in the face-to-face
interaction, with a pregnant women. I wanted to make a wearable that had to consist of two
people for it to work.
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6

Empathy Touch

The previous prototype, my own experience, the theory, the interviews, the new prototypes
and the testing of them resulted in a variety of questions and themes. I wanted to
understand, how I could combine all the different findings from the research into a wearable.
As described in chapter 3, I am inspired by the abductive reasoning, which means that the
exploration in this thesis and the prototypes are knowledge generators, because it is an
ongoing process. For each step in the process I might come closer to a conclusion, but there
will still be something to explore further. The ideation process for the final prototype in this
thesis exploration, took main place in my thoughts and writing the thesis. In the thesis
process I have not been good at documenting my thought process, which would have been
beneficial for the reader to understand what happens in my head. I made one visualization of
the rough idea of what I wanted to make before starting making it.

6.1 The concept
The idea with this final concept, was to explore
empathy in the face-to-face interaction with a
pregnant women. As in the section 2.2, I questioned
if skin-to-skin contact can lead to a stronger bond
between the child and the parent, could it also be a
way to get the parents to come closer together? I
know that with the time frame in this thesis, I will not
be able to answer that question, but I wanted to
explore what touch could do in a face-to-face
interaction, in the relation to pregnant couples. Can
touch in a face-to-face interaction between two

Figure 40 - Empathy Touch Concept

people create empathy?
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6.2 Making THE Empathy Touch Belt
The prototype is based on - A “Soft” Design Approach to Soft Wearables (Tomico & Wilde,
2015). The loops of making and testing materials with and through the body in context and
collecting the experience from each person’s test perspective helped the decision-making
process. So in a way I created an initial prototype, with the same concept, before the final, to
understand the materials, in relation to the body and contact. All the tests are video recorded
and analyzed in the process of making the prototype.

The Initial Explorations
The initial exploration prototype consist of a belt with a lot of pocket all the way a round. The
pocket is made to hold some soft robotics, so it is possible to wear the soft robotics and feel
them when inflating. The soft robotics symbolize a baby inside the womb. The organic
shapes are explored through clay, in the process of making the soft robotics. The inflating is
manual by a sirencis.

Testing With The Wearers
I tested the initial prototype with five of the wearers from the last user test.
The wearers felt the external touch or press from the soft robotics, and where describing the
feeling, as something that is gently touching the belly, as somebody is breathing on top the
belly. None of the wearers felt the prototype was uncomfortable to wear, and liked having it
on. The main difference in terms of the feeling, was if the wearer inflated and deflated the
soft robotics themself, compared to if I or somebody else did it. When I inflated the soft
robotics, I could make some kind of surprise, compared to when they did it by them self, they
then knew it was coming.

Figure 41, 42 - initial prototype and test
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Some of the wearers also started touching the belt while wearing it, and could then feel the
inflation and deflation of the soft robotics from the outside. The wearers that had tried to feel
a kick from a baby inside the womb on a pregnant woman, compared that feeling with the
feeling they felt by touching the belt. They described it as the same feeling, and actually you
could see when the soft robotics were inflated it looked like the outside of a pregnant belly
with the baby was kicking inside the womb. “it looks and feels like a foot”.
The couple was trying the prototype on together, and the women did not try to touch or feel
the outside of the belt, while she was testing the belt. So when her boyfriend had it on she
wanted to feel if it was true what her boyfriend said about it feeling like a foot. The couple do
not have any children, but have close family that recently had experienced pregnancy. They
both said they felt some kind of connection while touching, but could not describe the
experience. The woman said “it’s just weird” and where laughing together with her boyfriend.
I know the couple very well. They have been together for nine years, and the man has for a
long time talked about having kids, while the woman, did not feel ready. After the test with
the couple, they indirectly said “now we are ready” and were laughing.
One of the men wearers was highly interested in the concept. He said “it creates questions
in me, is this how it feels?” “Can you create the empathy for a man?“
I have not told him about my thesis and work with exploring empathy, but sincerely felt some
empathy building up in him towards being pregnant. He thinks the wearable could be a great
conversation starter for couples to understand each other and create discussions.
He also started to reflect on the experience of the other prototypes he had on earlier, and
suggested that if he had worn them for longer, it would definitely create some empathy in
him towards the pregnant, and give a future example. “I would definitely wear something like
these prototypes to understand my future woman”
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Design Decisions
After the test, I felt more strongly about the concept idea. I used the some soft robotics, the
main difference is that I wanted to make it go on automatically, so the user would not be able
to predict when the soft robotics would inflate. Just like the concept sketch is showing. I also
wanted the wearable to be activated by touching the pregnant women. The difference
between the sketch and the final prototype, is that I did not make the weight part.

Figure 43 - Empathy Touch Receiver Belt

The final prototype, Empathy Touch, consisted of two belts. One for the pregnant woman
and the other for the partner. The belt for the partner is built on the same concept as the
initial prototype. The belt consists of a lot of pocket around the belt to contain the soft
robotics parts, the arduino and valves for inflation and deflation. I chose to use two different
fabrics for the belt, so I could see which side should be facing towards the body and which
should be out. The belt for the pregnant woman consists of a touch sensor, made from
conductive fabric that is run by an arduino. When touch is detected the bluetooth that is
connect to the arduinos, sends a number to the other belt telling it which valves to open and
close.
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6.3 Testing The Final Empathy Touch Belt With Pregnant
Couple
The Empathy Touch prototype was additionally tested with a pregnant couple. It is very early
in the pregnancy therefore they had not been a part of the research before this test. The
pregnant couple have experienced a pregnancy together before, and both were planned
pregnancies. I am close friends with the pregnant couple, and they live in the apartment
underneath mine, so they knew my project very well. We are used to going in and out each
others apartments on daily bases and our kids plays together. So when the couple found out
they were pregnant they gave me the news as the first person and they wanted to do the
testing. The man thinks he is a very empathetic person, running to the store to buy whatever
the pregnant woman needed. She also thinks he is great help during pregnancy, but in some
situations she would like him to be more understanding. But because it is so early in the
pregnancy now, they are reflecting back on the previous experience of their first pregnancy
together. The situations she meastionned was when having menstruation pain which she
experience often during pregnancy.
When testing I noticed how they started moving closer and closer together, so they could
explore different ways of interact with the prototype. They started with standing so they just
could touch each other. He started touching the touch sensor gently, while she asked him
questions about the experience. He related the experience as if somebody gently was
touching his belly. She got curious and wanted to feel it for her side on the outside of his
belt. In order to do so, they moved closer together. She became excited about what they
soon will be experiencing again, and thought is was the exact same feeling as if she was
touching her own belly while pregnant last time. He would also feel the outside, but in order
to do so she had to help him by touching her own belly. When they did that they moved a bit
away from each other again, for now they did not need to touch each other. She took the
decision when to turn it on a off. After a minute he wanted to explore what happened when
touching a different place on the touch sensor, and they moved closer together again. They
tried together to figures out how the tough sensor works, to explore the different feelings,
both from outside, and his experience inside the belt.
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Figure 44 - Empathy Touch belt test

When they explore the different options from the prototype, they tried to negotiate the
feelings to find a way to get a shared understanding of how they remember kicking from a
baby inside the womb feels like. They discuss in all the different interaction with the
prototype, and had to wait on the others responds to find a way to coordinate who to touch
and feel.
The man pointed out that this prototype illustrated the difficulty there had been in the
previous pregnancy. The illustration of the difficulty with communication feeling, that for him
something was hard to understand, even though he thought he tried the best he could during
the previous pregnancy, it definitely made him think more about what a pregnant women is
going though for nine months.
The interaction with the prototypes during the thesis, enriched the understanding and
meaning of prototypes, beyond my imagination and intentions as a researcher and designer.
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6.4 Relate Project vs. The Prototypes
It is alway great to look at what others have done before, to get inspiration, making decisions
and underlying the reason why I did what I did. In the related work, the wearables I have
described are also exploring empathy but in a different way. The main difference I see is that
I focus on exploring empathy in the face-to-face interactions between two people. The
related projects are exploring empathy as in simulation theories, where the users are
experiencing a simulary feeling or visualize a feeling by data and then have to react towards
the pregnant woman or somebody with a discomfort that the wearable simulates.
I also tried to do something similar to that, with the first three prototypes I made, but the
difference towards the related work is that I did not include technologies or provide digital
data to the user. The outcome was in form users interaction with the prototypes and reaction
towards the experience.
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7

Discussion

The main concern writing this thesis has been to highlight the process without any
visualizations during the process. It is only through writing, making and reflection during the
process my thoughts came to the surface. If I should do this research again I would strongly
consider using some kind of visualisation media, as for example a sketchbook.

7.1 Reflection on Methods
Starting with reflection on the my choice of methods, the process and experience of during
research plays a significant role in the decisions I have made. Learning by doing. The choice
of the abductive reasoning as an approach was not my first choice. I thought I should do
research through design and co-designing with the participants in a workshop, but that just
never happened. The positive side of choosing abductive researching instead, is that I
assume, I managed to convey the experience of pregnancy though the thesis’ outcome.
Autoethnographies became a product of my mind, as a way to understand my thoughts
during the thesis process. The abductive reasoning made every experience and method lead
to something, even though I made mistakes during the process, I learned from it.
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8

Conclusion

My intention when starting this research was to explore empathy in pregnancy, following the
finding from the previous project, that suggested that embodying felt experience in a
wearable can assist others to articulate hidden feelings. Considering the research question, I
asked how can prototypes provoke questions around empathy in pregnancies? I answer the
question by conducting a hypothesis in an abductive research process, by involving
participants and wearers as a way to gain a new understanding of the experience of
pregnancy. The research process is not a linear process but an ongoing process, where
every part in this research is overlapping each other. However the Empathy Touch, is more
than a wearable, showing the variety of option in interactions between two bodies, to
negotiate a shared understand of hidden feelings in the felt experience of pregnancy.

8.1 Contribution
The findings suggest that embodying felt experience in a wearable can assist others to
articulate hidden feelings and can help to negotiate a shared understanding in a variety of
options in interaction with others. My contribution extends understanding of the potential of
wearables in social interactions for vulnerable encounters.

8.2 Future research
What will happen if we apply the findings to any social interaction and not only consider the
relation with other during pregnancy?
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